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Homecoming at Murray State
University Oct. 28-7$ will be-something
special this year for graduates and
-If you happen through Murray former students, teachers and student
Sunday you may want to be on the. - teachers at the -former laboratory
lookout for a series of Murray-Calloway school an the carnPlis•
County Jaycee roadblocks. Activities have planned on both
Talent and Loretta Joba—___, _Realtors in late Sep  rtel_Iber during the_state association annual_c.on_ventkte soybeans, wheat and tobacco. . Ainerican Fanner Degree._
Tackir owns and -operaterDonald R. in Lexington. Tockerwas pres:xleyrt of the-MR-in-193W -IdeClitoton-was--192546, state FT-A-- The-National PFA-Convintion is-ast
'annual event of the Future Farmers of
_American and is carried- out in
cooperation with the U.S. Office of
s_ Educatiofir - of the Department of
Health; -Education, iind Welfare-.
•igtax
Tucker has previously served as
-piNsidentaltlie_KeRlarjiy. Association-
of Realtors and iicintentli a member-.
of the board of directors of the National
Association of Realtors. - • •
In pre-Se-Ali* the award, bob 'Atwell
of Owensboro pointed out numerous
tont-r-ibutions Turker hes nook. In the 1
state and national boards at_Well,c_as to
his local board and civic Organizatiorts-̀
- in his home community, allot which he -
said "enhance the image of our
profession.-"- - -
In-addition-to Tucker, other's who
attended the Lexington convention
from The Murray bciard were president-
elect Pat Mobley, Wayne Wilson, Ron
In Our 98th Year
REALTOR HONORED - Don Tu(ker, left, Murray Realtor and recently
named Realtor of the Year by the KentOcky Association of Realtors, is
shown with Charlie Murphy, Lexington, president-elect of the statewide
- organization. Tycler, a lotal Realtor for the past 18 years and president of
his own firm, was oyarded the honor, the highest given by the state's
Vie l'er Copy s olurne 911N4.7,43
Steve McCuiston Name
To.. Highest FFA Degree
Steve McCuiston, ton of Mr. aim ran. Preiamt, 1975 Purchase Region Star sessions and. 122 . official delegates
W. D. McCuiston of Murray Route 4, Farmer, second in the state FFA public represent the membership in voting on
will receive the highest degree waking contest, state winner in dairy all issues of business...,
Resented National- FrAT production, a member of the natiaf In addition- to the Amencani iri—nner
Organization; the Ameriben--- Farmer .nominating committee in select new Degree, many oth
er FFA awards are
Degree. McCuiston will be the first national FFA officers in 1975, a presented during the convention.
FFA, member, in_the 17-year history --delegate from Kentucky to the '1975 Contests. are held in dairy, livestock,
._thecallearay-Ciewityfatapteetoraceive--,- -Nuitionalf1FA convention, regional FF-A • S910---s-meats• mak tlgalilY anstdailf
the American Farmer Degree. He will treasurer._ 1974-75 local chapter  foods, agricultural mechanic,'
-receive _the degree in a- special president arid 1975 chapter Star -Worticulture; - farm bus inest 
ceremony on Thursday, November 10, Farmer. In addition McCuiston has management, and public speaking.,
in Kantris.City,tifo.-_ _ Several guest speakers of national
• .The American. -Farmer Degree LI " 'Paaettivicitira"es. manK7' Fltk• °dee' 
the 
e'ventimt
much sought after because it is • To qualify for the American Farmer audience and entertainment is
presented- to approximate.!y one Degree, FFA members must have interspersed. _with the bus..iness-
 _in 1.,086 of the 509,736 member_ _advanced through a-syteiii of degrees__ • The convention is the largest annual
Organization. This year there are 17 unique to the FFA organization. FFA youth convention in the nation. It closes
Anierkon Farmers from Kentucky. -members heen_es_Greenhapoz end on-Friday, November 11, with the
The degree is presented only by the after one yger of membership may .he --nele-• natio-nal 1
7 A- -
National 'FFA Organization; In - advaric-ed by the local chapter to thea _nth_
members who have demonstrated degree of "Chapter.Farmer." The third
exceptional agricultural and leadership .degree, that of "State Farmer," is
_achievements_IdeCnistoti Airesented by the state FFA-assoclation----
degree by having_ an_ outstanding_ _to two percent. of. the -state's PFA.-- --
farming program and eacellittg-in membership in any one year. Only
leadellap activities. His -- fanning - storierta-nbo- -have -earned- -the • State--
program consisted of dairy cattle, corn, Fanner Degree are eligible for the
Tucker, Realtors, one of the pioneer
real estate firms in Murray, founded in





roadblocks in the city Sunday to collect _ assamati°1"rall The 'raining
• contributiOns to the 21SrAnnual LAMS — College High- or - University Sellout"'
Club Telethon of Stars sponsored by the during the years it existed from 1927 to 
_
According to a Jaycee spokesnum, , A barbectie at p. m. Saturday, OeL eet-a- ate4 Marrair




at the Holiday Inn. Reservations may
be made with Mrs. C. W. Jones of 816 S.
17th St. in Murray (502) 753-4580.
Some of the training school classes
ire also organizing their own reunions
during the Homecoming weekend.
Da* Shipley and Wilson Gantt, both of
Murray, are the co-chairmen for the
Reunion steering Committee. Jo Lovett
of Murray is the committee secrettry.
ever -11),000E-FF-A - members,
• ---:-.--vocationat ieultute -teachers,
. parents,. and guests are -eltioacted. to
take' pint: -the" 501WHaetiiiiid IFA
Convention. -
The convention is conducted entirely
by student members all between the
eget of 1,4 and 21. Six national FFA
-• Steve McCuistenofficers take charge of all business
Falucators from 30.90 _dillt_rictnin:
13 'West Kentucky counties wffrailla
gather on the campy!, Of Murray State
University Friday, Oct. 14, for thel3iii
eatiO
-
FDEA counties to be represintedat
We:Meeting will be Ballard, Caldwell,
_ Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon,
Marshall, McCracken, and Trigg.
current FDEA officers are: Elsie
Speeialarorkshopsesaiensinclude ••.-Ivy,- geteraeben---ceimty, president: „
children and adults, the Jaycee countries. However, Martha Guier, co- • . following: 
"Teacher Rights and Eric LaRue, Crittenden County,
spokesman said. chairman of the publicity Responsibiliti
es" at 10:30 a.m. and 1:45 president-elect; Doug Swindler,
subcommittee, said that a complete p.m. in Roorp 240 of the Special Hickman County, vice-president; and
, Education Building, conducted by DZ. Dr. John Taylor, chairman of the
S. M. Matarazzo; "Retirement" at Department of Instruction and '
10:30 a.m. ane1:45. p.m. in Lovett Learning at Murray State, secretary
Auditorium conducted bit Mrs. Martha treasurR.r., - . _
_AnnuaD___1811 meeting of the First _
Dkitriet- Ed.uca ti on Assoglantin -
(FDEA). • • --
Terry McBrayer, Kentuc-k-i-
Kentucky. Liviiitoae •
intersections of- 16th and Main • and Show and-Exposition Center is the main
Sycamore and 12th from 11:30 a. m. to 5 - event for the laboratory school reunion.
P. m• - - Reserv
ations'inay be made -with Mrs.
Citizens are reminded that money C. W. Jones of 816 S. 16th St. or Mrs.
donated are funneled back into the area " Loyd Boyd of 1004 Sharp, Murray. ---, - _
from which they are collected in the . Invitations have been, sent to people
ill be located at the , 29.:at tge West
hi &U16-11---411inaietioed_ — .- statts' and several -.foreign-
Emergency Surgery
Forces Postponement
mailing list is not available.
"Some Reople who _ have been
associated with the laboratory school
have not received invitations simply_









Don Tucker of • Murray has been
named Realtor of the Year, the highest
award given annually by the 8,00Q-
member Kentucky Association of
Realtors. His selection followed his
nomination 'and endorsement by the
Murray Board of Realtors and was
announced-.at. the Realtors . state.. 
conventionSeptember 26-28 in 
certainly urged and encouraged to
-- --------------------attend - and to past the word-among
_ The Stella Parton Show, scheduled to themselves."
fohVir 4thelipst
KerthieltY• thiesterek- and Exhitition- • A 
faculty. reunion has-been tChedided
Center has been cancelled. 
at 6 p. m. an -Oce.‘28,*-at -the
Ms. Parton had to undergo 
Colonial-House. Smergasberd in
Murray. Reservationi-may be made by
emergency surgery for„nosebleed late
-Wediietday afternoon at her home in 
calling Charles L. Eldridge in the
. • AdisiillsVont Office in -Sparks--Ball-
"She was very -apologetic that she (502)7624m.
Could not appear and even offered to Reunions of classes and decades of
_come _hack and put on a free show," classes have also been planned for
' said-Hill Cherry manager'irthe West Friday evening. At potluck get-together
Kentucky Expo. Center. Claehry was for the classes of the decade of the 1930s
-helping to coordinate the-show. has been scheduled at 6:30 p. m. at the
The_shov•Lhas_not been rescheduled at Bank. of Murray-University Branch.
this date. Reservations may be made with Mrs.
Cherry said that air peoike Davy Hopkins of 223 S. 12th in Murray
purchased advanced tickets may (502) 753-1330. Classes of the decade of
receive refunds at the exhibtion center. the 1940s will have a reunion at 7 p. m.
• 111111Nlit -•
. -
4„.,,,, Imei%_index_ _ 0_,..traelous locations across_ the campus. Schools To Close
.. _ , ..- -.. . ... . .... F.ArY1Fly _ _. _, _ _ ..- ............... indu0-8----c-h-ii. --E-hgri4:-Fini-r. .
Becoming mostly cloudy and . ,..- .- _• -.__- . ,. ,.,__ ' 
continued unseasopably cold ---claasuleili • 11;12, il -
today, high-ft' the tow io- mid 50s. ve-maawortl- • • • - • - • - • .e ...... 11
Variable cloudiness with 4:10nlcs * 11
scattered-light fy ...t t......ght,'Llow - -Dear AbbY- ---- ----- • --• -- -  • • --Z-- 
in the mid to upper 30s. Partly Deaths & Funerals_ 14
cloudy Friday, high in the mid 50s darrott's Galley 
to around 60.- • . 'Horoscope- •
Saturday through Monday: Inside Report 
Partly cloudy. Saturday._ awl Let's Stay Well 3
Sundae with chance of showers Local Scene 2,3,4
beginning Saturday night and - - Opinion Page . 5
ending Sunday. Sports ..... „ , fi, 7,8
inide today
One Section -14 Pages
Ernest H. Canon is one of four Calloway Countians to
have a building on the Western Kentucky University _
campus named for him. Read about the cpunty native
-today in Gair ott's Galley,i'age Baker; and "Journalism" at 10:30 a.m. - ,
in HooniTITOf *lls(lin Hall, conducted 
tt tit Cityby Dr. Robert H. McGaughey. o U y, _ _
mostly cloudy §ectional meetings to be conducted in
LOCAL-ISSUES FORUM
special education, sPeecht _ social, -
Association of School Administrators.
'A legislative luncheon from 11:30_
-a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in Beihear
Gyriinasium of the Student Center will -
give educators an opportunity to -
become better acquainted with
For FDEA Session
, All schools in both Murray city and
Calloway &Indy Sclionl systems will be
closed Friday, Oct. 14, in conjunction
with a --First District • Education -
Association (FDEA) meeting.
FDEA will be holding its district-wide
session at Murray State University.
Staff-. Members with both sc
systems are expected to attend.
... -.Schools will resume ..-egular
schedules on Monday, . 17, with
legislators. buses running on nojudI schedules.
'''"'"E,14serfl
Inflation, Unemployment And Deficit S ding 
— - 'feltilist-their:profits•-wililustify-rnieh- -Ordinarily„--the-.goilenu
aeat -spends
spending. As a result 'spending, . in money to provide public 
goads. and -
general, will sometimes be more and services. Additionally, however, the 
_sometimes less. federalgoverrun
ent.through spending„
„ Since the amount- of spending is the more or less .and raising Or lowering
. primary factor determi
ning the level of taxes can have an impact on the level of
By GILBERT L. MATHIS economic activity 'in the country, it e
conomic activity. For example, to --
MSU Professor of Economics follows that increases or decreases in 
offset depression, government should
The free enterprise -or capitalist---- spending can. cause recessions. Also. 
lower taxes and increase spendiug,
•
•
• system has proved to be the most
dynamic, efficient, and productive
economic system W, the world. Despite
' this, one of the plagues of capitalism
.. has been periodic depressions and-or
..
.-
- recessions...,- These phases of the business cycle..
- ( prosperity, recession, depression and..
.1. recovery) are easy to understand when..- we think- of the way- businesses and
NED
i•••
individuals make financial decisions.
The deeisions of households to spend or
11 
save and, the investment decisions of
. businesses Will invest only when they'
businesses are based simply on what
each group feels is to its own
advantage. Families divide their
money between spending and saving J.,
',the, manner ThOst satisfying to them;
because the dollars spent by John
Smith are often received as income by
asu.-Joces.....an_initial.expe.nditure is
multiplied to -produce an overall
greater level of total- spending. This
means that a small change in spending
results In a large change in the level of
economic activity. If society spends
more Than it produces, inflation results.
• If , hatereMids alid businesses fail to
spend or invest_ ffigit--_-.3nongy
recession occurs. •
Spending  by households and •
businesses may not be th Ight ainouhi
needed to.provide a balanced economy,
• - there the federal government must
'make deliberate changes in taxes and
government spending that can slow
darn Ihflatigtor reverse recession.
thereby purposely creating a 'federal
deficit. During _inflationary upswinp,
inflation would be cooled of aS a- result
of- individuals ind-buiTnes:ses hiivinc-






MSU Am. Prof. of Economics
Are you Skeptical of the idea that the
stengtff-of The AffiefIcIn economy can
be improved _by feder deficit
• spene cche_n . Do you be ve that the
- gov—ertment should reriii-ce
rather than increase its sper-i-pig7
secretary of --commerce, will be the
guest speaker at-I general aaserribly
begin at 9 a.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Special OikshOj seisinnt and
---sectional meetings are scheduled to
begin at 10:30 a.m.
District Vocational Association, food -
services, foreign languages, guidance,.
health, -physical education- and
recreation, home economics, industrial
- arts, librarians; music, pupil personnel--
- directors, retired teachers, science,
studies, and the West Kentucky
Finally, are you of the_epini that it is
possible to, jet something fi nofhilifer.
If you answered above questions
yes, yes, no, are in agreement. If,
alternativel you answered these
questions no, no, yes, may I politely
. s_jjggest that you adjust your glasses sit
a- up straight, and reread the questions.
Seriously, there appears to be much
misunderstanding about the coneept of
deficit spendity. Actually, . as I am
- forever telling my students, ecorion-u-cs
(and. deficit spending is an economic
concept) is.nothingmore than cOnurunt.
•  .sense. although sometimes, glorified
EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose, of the Local Issues Forum series -is to
stimulate public interest in major issues at the local level Reader response
to the.thoughts presented in these two articles is encoinagecir
• Letters should be addressed to.locatlasues Forum, The_Murray Ledger & '
tines, P._0. Box 32, Murray, Ks..42091- mid should be delivered to the
newspaer office by tuesday, bitober 4. tenets will be cempiled and
- published on Thursday, Octotte-r‘ .11%
Pro ana-C-on articles on anniheirople cit Iticatletete5revIll-tre ibLhed
on Thursday, October 13.
. This series is.jalatly splinsored by the Kentucky Humanities Council, the
College. of Humanistic Studies at Murray State University; aid The-Murray
ledger& Wfiset '
VI•if
, DOW of timistiveilvi vaore money
cdoemhimmison  ense.d:st niaInIthe5e,s_ipacemphelowe d elthe, wer. •
• thisaimply means that. over a certain
• shell, first, define deficit spending, then
U, should I -say. when, we .r4.
Than welake in. The co 
teq 
ence7or -
questions raised the first paregrap,h.
move to a discuisen involving the three
individuals engage in deficit spending
this action is, of course, that we go into •
by taking money out of our
uvingrat-paisaprmare
likely: by borrowing the money from • •
someone else. lt both alternatives .. -
the result is bankruptcy.
,Contrary to the impression Which
some of our . elected -representatives
would like us to accept, the federal
government is faced with_esseptially
the same set of circumstances as those
described in the preceding paragrept
Namely, when, and this-seems to be
standard operating procedure for
DemocraU-EiWW
leder/NI_ govenrnerit...,Ispends. _wore
money than a takes in, the result is
federal budget deficit. Thks deficit must
be financed by borrowinginetrey from
other sources since, apparently, the
federal government has never heard of
savings _accounts, daly checking (or
spending ) aceowa. Fortunately, -
however, there would appear to be a
relatdely slim chance of- the- federal .
'government going bankrupt. As long as
IlfiKmerican people have confidence in
our Itational government, the federal
government shoidtrbe able to continue '




•PA0t3 1111 MIMIAY, Ily., L1OGIRS TIMES, Thursthrl, October 139.1,71
_
_Williams Chapter Of tipc Holds Luncheon -
The J.N. Williams Chapter state president and -riding Clairton Iteis*Crossratid,Fred
of theUnited Daughters of the program chairman. outlined Gingles, John Livesay,
_Confederacy 'held its opening the programs and activities Sydney McKinney, J.A.
- meeting on Wednesday, planned by the UDC for thi `Outlawk kotsmmaaa,_
Septeniber 21, at the Corn- coming year. -Douglas' Shoemaker; Charlie--
munfty Room of the North Announcement was made of Stubblefield, Neva Waters,
Branch of the Peoples Bank. A the 81st annual convention, Miss Maude 'Nance -Dr'Potluck Janctiemwas ser.yed.. Kentucky division,. at .Mildred Hatcher, Dr. Helene
• Mrs. John J. LiveSay, Paducah October 7 and 8, and--Visher; three newly invited






Members of---tlie "Clown Potluck He-- kl- At-Hardt-a* Hall,. .
Forty-four persons attended four p.m. Plates will be 82.50
the potluck event held by .the each.
-South Marshall and Hardin The Ole South Jubilee which
Senior Citizens on Thursday, was scheduled earlier but had
• steaks baked atoes tossed 
October 6, at the Hardin City to be postponed due to the fire - •
, pot, Hall.
a d . Mrs. W.Z. , Carter, monument erected by the special guests,- Mr. and Mrs. DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been discussing -salad, and coffee were served. The group attended -the- 
that destroyed the Hardin •




, at the South Marshall Junior
beiCendteonr osan ur obey.roct5,illUsurer,- gave reports. '1.3DC will be viewed. - ”" Bill Boyd of the..Peoples, Baultp JAN/ O 4 Shild...,,k .M_N .and he izr 160.- We Attending the Messrs and 
Ringling Brothers co.cav tQcto 0wber 4are both :
Ca r, b e,- •etapter ictivities and con- chaplain, offered prayer prior Chicago M. 
d S. 
happily in love and comatunicate fantastically well. He it 
'demee 
Roy Folsom, Jim orldal, III;-!00 l
1,Fibutions given by the to the buffet dinner. The tables ' • - 'very active in-sports and doesn't 
appear his age. He ha f Armbruster, Norman Klapp,. 
October11. 
— High School.
ilhapter. Mrs. Fred- Gthgles were decorated with lovely -If Yotr-hrge`Pickter-ea1 them been through a' 
children before. (I haven't.) I Ralph Morris, Bub Stacey,— .A fish_frii_willbe-----
Wad ever 900 Confederate floral arrangementaurnished 
row
soldiers from this county had by Mrs. LeOnard Vaughn.
been recorded. Members present were
Miss Maude Nance, former Mesdames W.Z. Carter, Inez help replace it.
opened with the pledges. Mrs. -1311011, Miss., November 6 to Mrs: Darrell -Mitchell, and
Leonard Vaughn, secretary; • 10 when Ship Island and the Mrs. Kim Graves; three -
- • 
when tbe._weatii-e-r is hot! The
1:thdy loses salt through „per-
spiration during very hot




Sweaters 688 to 22"
Originally 11°° to 32"
Hoods, Blouson, Wrops, Pullovers, Coat 8
Cardigan Styles _Shetlands. 100% Acrylics
Cowl Necks, V-Necks, Crew finEks_
Tops- 3!!: 88
Hoods Blousons, Pullovers, Zip or
Button Fronts Cotton or .Ridge Knits
.4 Monk' Collar Styles 1 Colors Sizes
Specie Sweater y
Its
9 Value NOW ky
SAVE OVER 50%
-Pullover Sweatersr•V-Nech;.-CevoUitrfrevr-Nocks




am confident we wouldbe good parents and' have a lot tc
.affgr
DoYOT-0.1 iltik it's fair to a child toinitieTiltitherivith lege




_ Dunn, Jack Thonmson, and
DEAR FACING: The age of a‘ father isn't nearly se . Richard Price; Leroy Todd
important as his physical condition and his attitudes about -and son, Mike, Morris Bilbrey,
parmathoodhar. s a child. Th:tindefacrthatr the 3,i:0c% mqusetwestion eple ̀40,4'fair.nweessu"forl d Linda Henry, guest. -
,yon. I .eay, 
Bob Stacey and Morels
—13-116-i—ey became new mernbei•-i---
:.-DEAR :ABBY' Eimer, bin- rzievet.dld_AblaAnaZieti,t. of the Clown Unit.-
retired itchoolleaCher think- he wourdli pen inrEand Toe - -
-such a purpose. A newly hatched crocodile is
Before I give you the bad ne.ws, let me give you the three times as large as the egg
YpU.get fgralight_Alln written English.  on_ 
from which it emerged.
opinion and erha _the opiniont of readers who  ve_ _
"Dean.
15y Abigail Van Buren
Is It Fair- to -
ave
Unit" of the Murray Shrine
Club and their wives met at
the home of' Leroy Todd for a
steak dinner en Saturday
evening, October 1. Grilled
Senior group on Saturday
October 15,,_at the _Hardin City
Park with serving to start at
Siamese minnows
to be more than eight feet long
and ma& as much as 300
pounds.
B.C. Jones, Cliff Finney,
Freed Cotharn, Jack Persia
Milton Jones, Kenneth
. • Jackson, Edsel Beale, Bruce
_ Wilson, William E. Moffett,
• • • •
I •
grammar, sentence structure and vocabulary. -
Bur; alas,s2teather "oust flunk rap in _United States - -
----hister.ylr4i-itilempt,ing,-te-censele.a-baeheler,you-- stated.-. 
that James- Buchanan, 'our 16th president, was _also a
bacholor. _
Dear, dear'abby, for shame. BuChazucti ;ti.s our 15th
president. Abraham Lincolo. was our 16th.
  • HLSTORIAN: NEW FM:I-WORD, MASS.
DEAR ingi- When Tabilf, I take my /amps:But this time
I was the victim of a typographical error.
DEAR ABBY:_ I hope you answer this because I know I
need help. I-just hate children!. Every time- I see a mother
--holding-her baby and making- a . furs over it, I want- to
snatch it away- from her, heiit it'll-nil-Men di-op it-On-its
head. . ;
I'm--at the age,: (21) .Whin--a girl -Starts thinking- of
marriage. but I loathe-the thought of getting married apd
running the risk of having a kid, lam sure I would make a
rotten mother. I can't 'stand ti) hear a baby cry. I just know
I'd beat the kid to -death if-it-ever eried-for--very-long
Do 00.-aeoRiek4tokide464P fitkher4-44414414411 -
wrong with fi4? If you think rneed help, where can go?
• ' • HATES KIDS
• DEAR HATES: I do think you need help. Get in touch
with your local Mental Health Association. (They're listed
in your telephone book.) I commend you on being wise
enough to know that you need help and courageous enough
to ask for it.
CONFIDENTIAL-TirSOVES TO SHARLr':1Anodier
reader who loves to share her home-baked goodies wrote:
always send my baked Oodles in fon or on a paper plate
so no 'one svurteei-coliVelierte give me something-When
returning my pan or platter?' _ _
What a.aahoughtful -gesture— • -
For Abby's booklet, "Row-to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
 _send fl to Abigail Van-Baran, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,



















cordially invites you to
an Open House.





FOR FRIDAY, 0C1ORE4 14, 11117
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say,- read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
Torl
perspective. Continue to aim for
high gaols. Your adeptness,
-know-how an intuit(%) should
be potent now.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) uvp
If pressed for time, you may
overlook vitally important












(June 22 to July 23) 
:: 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) C.
There may be more than one Excellent Neptune in-
way to achieve your goal, so fluences! NewArgags_Jaar
keep eyes and ears open._ _result in an .11is:vat, abets- ---
Generally speaking, the strong there was ..oritt opposition
and decisive try will pay off. before. Do make the most of
LEO n,(0,.. such fine opportunity.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) e(itt-8%
As.the week draws to a close, yOL1 BORN TODAY: The
-prepare to revive depleted Librin's outstanding traits are
energies, dwindling resources. fair-mindedness, generosity,
Rekindle an optimistic outlook creativjty and fearlessness in
toward the future. defending the rights of others.
VIRGO mai% IL, You are steadfast in your aims
Aug. 2410 Sept. 2:1) -a and determined in your climb
MIXedieditiencei.-Be'prodyt -to'Irard nine be
to reject unethical, or even careful not to overtakyourself. •
slightly questionable, -schemes. Artistidally, Aii-are-extreinelY
Too much is at stake; too much versatile and Could succeed as a .
, can 'get out of hand. writer, painter, musician or
• LIBRA interior decorator. On the
. protession,a1 Aware.. your '
_ .8 gaRd.daY,for:%finances...-overartieliginisympathy for-.-
-a tent:feisty to 'Woe your fellowsiiin makes you a
good money after bad." Avoid! potentially fine physician and
• .Rather, cut Tosses rut/daily. lObjeiiive thinking and
SCORPIO m I impartiality 'fit you for the
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) judiciary or statesmanship.
Do not let a personal disap- Birthdate of: Gen. Dwight D.
, pointment mar your overall Eisenhower, 34th Pres., U.S.A.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Job matters may prove more
strenuous than usual, but some
delightful news from an old
friend will "make" your day.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t4:67
• Curb emotions and do not let
sympathy for one cause blind
you to the attributes of another.
.L-Take care of undertakings in
order, but without anxiety.
-GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 
- AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) *Le
Mixed influences. Your ef- Uranus influences not too
forts ma Y not show unniediate friendly. Avoid getting in over
returns. They will, however; your head — especially where
strengthen your current status. you happen to be on unfamiliar







By r.L.L Biasingame, . facial coverage be used
0: Mr. S. 4 writes that because of the extra pro-
hao-read conflicting re.;--tection which- they can
ports about whether give. Widespread health
-met should be worn whetta educationist- needed to pro-
person rides a motorcycle, mote the general use of
Be has always worn his helmets, particularly those
jlelmet wbejlijabg4aL)i.as- which afford face protec-
been told by seiiefral- -tion.
friends that a helmet may REMOVAL OF
,make an injury worse. NAIL POLISH
A: The Department of BEFORE SURGERY
Health Education of the
American Medical Assoc'-
. - strongly recom-
--- mends -that no one should
-0Perate_Ouide_st twirwheel.
cycle without a helmet,
particularly motorcycles.
--.Regarding the argument
,.that helmets cause neck
0: Mrs. L. U. asks
whether it is necessary to
remove -nail polish ..before
gpirig_ to, the ,hofapital for
surgery,
A: Nail polish may or
may not have to be re,.
moved prior to surgery,
(cervical spine) and collar 
.s 
depending on the nature
-Nine --(clavicle) injuries ,'"and extent at the opera  -
the AMA responds -that tkon•
'helmets do not of them- The opacity of nail polish
_ Itelues contribute to or sour. -may make accurate obser-
sen the injury.' If forces vation of the circulation in
_...sirrstrong enough_ to pro---the nail beds impossible.
duce such an injury to the- Gentle pressure on the
spine with a helmet, those nails of the fingers or toes
forces would almost in_ and the return of the blood
_variably cause a fatal head lifter release of the light
Injury in an unhelmeted pressure makes the nails
cyclist should his bead_ convenient sites for quick
strike- the pavement or evaluation of circulation.
other firm object in an The matter of wearing
accident. • nail polish to the hospital
As a matter of fact, the should be discussed briefly
AMA recommends that with your surgeon or your
helmets that include 'full_ anesthesiologist.
FREE INVITATION!
'7
Stop in and get 
acquainted .taith- the program
- 
?natty peopIelose weiOn and keep it off
WEIGHT WATCHERS'
Hear Jim Morrissey, Weight Watchers Area Director
who Ms kept 30 pounds off over nine years.
-DAY:  Moritiay . •
DATE. October 17, 1 9 7 7 
TIME:- • e • • 
PLACE:- -First Presbvterlan Chuf•ch-




$50  Gift Certificates -
SIXTY•SIXTH
111.1)StSat























• -2.00 TO- ----
- —6.00 VAL--
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HUNDREDS TO el:100SE FROM
FALL SWEATERS
REGULAR 11.00 TO 3.6.00
NOW 1 /4 OFF
FOUR EXCITING FASHION COLORS!
PANT COATS
• REGULAR 70.00_
NOW C 00 SAVEONLY 47 Loo
Beautiful new Fall styles
by Misty Harbor. Sale








Super new fall styles for
the junior in all of
the important fashion
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Thursday, October 13
Twin Lakers Four Wheelers
will meet at Jackson Purchase
Gun Club at seven p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
.at lodge hail at 7 : 30, p.m. Work
will be in the Mark Master
degree.
Ganuna Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet with
Linda Fain at 7:30 p. m.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at six p.
m.
-Jack Rose will perform in
concert at the Student Center
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
1
Homemakers Club will meet-
'as follows: 'Racers with Linda
Begley at nine a.m.; Dexter at
Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m.; _
South Murray with Modelle
Miller at one p.nr., Town and ,
Country with Mrs-. John
Mechler at 7:30 p.m.;
Progressive with Mrs. Jimmy
D. Herndon at seven" p.m."
Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at
7:30 , p.m. at - the First .
christian Church with




meet at ten am. 'in the
University School building








10" ger & Chain










Slave Day will be held by the
Murray High School Junior
Class. Call ,7534132 for a
person to do any yard work,
wash cars, or other odd jobs.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Greene Wilson at 1:30 p.
m,
• -.`"Fantasticts-- -- wilt be
presented by the Community
Theatre at the Old Freight
. Depot at eight p. m.
. •
"Fantasticks" by
Community Theatre will be at
- the-Old Freight Depot at eight
p.m.
Kentucky Real Estate
-Commission Caravan will be
in- r °env as, Stewart Stadium,
MSU, from one to 4:30 V.171. for
a real estate, workshop. Ad-
mission is. free and is open to
the public._ _
_Student recital by Norman
Pack, baritone., Eldorado,
-Ill., will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
aturday, October 15
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at Triangle Inn at 6:30
p.m.
Chapter M. of PEO will have
a potluch runcheon_at noon at
the home of Mrs. Harry
Sparks with members of
Paducah Chapter Pas guests.
-Fantastics" .by Corp-
.munity Theatre will be at„Pld
Depot at eight- p.m.
ye, —,dd
Captain Wendell - Oury
Chapter of the OAR-withineet
at the home of Mrs. John A.
Nance, 1715 Fanner, at 1:30
p.m. Note change in date.
will be held at,the Woodmen of
-Mrs. BrandonSquare and round dancing
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m,
Couples of the Oalts-rouniry
Club will have their dessert
bridge at 7:30 p.m. with Mr.
and Mrs. Cannon Parks and
Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks as
hosts. Call 753-4645 or 753-9712
if name is not On reservations'
list.-
• .
Fish fry by South Marshall
Senior Citizens will be at
Hearn City Park with serving
at- $2.50 per person to be
started at four p.m.
- Ladies of Alford Lodge No.
445 OES will have a fish fry
starting at five p.m. at the
Aurora Masonic Hall. ,
Movie and-clismissidt about
Giant Canada Geese will be at
two p.m. at Center Station,
Land-Between the Lakes.
Is Honored
Mrs. - Randy Brandon, the
former Donna Smith, was
honored before her marriage
with a brunch at the Holiday




Hulse, Johnny MCCage, Bill
‘Fandrich; Charles Shuffet and
Jimmy  -
Twenty-two guests enjoyed
the hospitality. The honoree_
was presented a set of Corning -
Ware by the hostesses.
Mr and Mrs. Gene Paul
King were hosts at a dinner
party at their home for the
bridal couple. Covers were
laid for twelve persons. The
hosts presented the couple a
special gift at this-time. • 
A group of class Wendt
were present fó1 a personal
shower in her honor. The
— --hostessas-Lwere_Missea:Carla
a Ramsey, Marilyn and
Patricia- McKenzie, Renee
Tobey, Sherri Thomas, Tern
Erwin, and Mrs. Candace
Dowdy ,,and Mrs. Gina
Jackson_
Refreshments were served
buffet style from a table
Fellowship supper will be decorated in the bridal motif.
held-by the Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women at
the church at six p.m.
Sunda', October 16
"Fantastics" will .be
presented at the Old Depot by
the Community Theatre at
tire P'n1'
Prayer breadfast by the
Business and Professional
Women's Club will be held at




and building ideas to provide A •
sohgbird sancta/11;y in Din
back yard will be at two p.m.
at Center Station, Land
Between. the Lakes.
• 
gp • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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(Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $/00.00)













• Central Shopping Center - Murray, Ky. ComApbdiwtik KM • E.00.14AaGrAtteit' C:5e
Delta Kappa Gamma Holds
Lunch-eort7Ken1ae Hotel-N -
Gamma Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma met on Sept.




The initiation of Mrs. Mary
Ryan, Murray, was conducted
by Miss Betty Rogers, and her
PAINTING
Residential-Commercial—Inferior-Exterior—Spray-Brush-Roll
In Shop. Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Glidden Point-etc
Parking Lot Striping -
We Are fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839-or 753-5287 -
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
Wrestling






(See Four of the Nations
Top TV Stars in Action)










lliarcat Brown VS. Angelo Poffo GYPSY JOE
Advance Tickets caa be purchased at loses Department Store and the Exposition Center --
General idmissien 1.110-Ried &della
los
• •
comMittee. Mrs. Ryan' is




report 61 the at Meeting
held in Pikeville in July was
given. Guests introduced by
Mrs.' Fortin were Margaret
Mcettiston of -Calloway County
and JOSTe KnigEt from
Wisconsin. Since this was a
planning meeting, all mem-
bers met in their respective
committees to plan the year's
work.
Hostesses for the meeting •
were Dr. Alice Koenecke,
Mrs. JOe Nell Rayburn, MN. ,
Verda Happy, Mrs. Ann Wood, •
and Mrs. Lorene McCage.
Others attending Snd not ‘7"
previously mentioned were;
dettres Adams, LaNette
Allen, Barbara Amberg, Patti
Bolin, Joan Brawley, Ruth Fa
Cole, C_!harlene Curd, Katie
Doran, Clara Eagle, Gela
• LoUretle Forrest,
Myrtelle Futrell, Ruth Ann
Harrell, Lula Belle Hodges,








Pickard, Alta Presson, Edna
Radford, Eva Ross, Jo Anna
Rowland, Margaret Rudd,
Katy Belle Shaw, Carolyn
Sparks, Ruby Suffull, Carolyn
Sullivan, Lorene Swann,
Louise Swann, Thelma




Elizabeth Wyatt, Birdie Ash-
brook, Ruby Ashbrook, Dulcie
Douglass, Mary Dierstock,
Ann Herron, Opal Howard,
Frances Mattargazzo, Judy
Mull, Louise OvrbY, 'Sue
Roberts, Johnna Putoff,
Dorothy Spahr, Mary Smith,
Maria Jane Wyatt and
Imogene Heath.
Provolone-Bacon-
If your garden has produced
4 a bonanza of given beans or
zucchini squash, serve eithei
of the vegetables with a
Provolone-Bacon -Sauce. To
two cups of cooked thin white
- sauce (the one 'that uses 2
-- rinttrlespoons utter, 
•
I' TRIP FOR TWO, Q• S at/ 1 /
YOU WIN ALL THIS:
*, 4 DAYS & 3 NIGHTS AT A FABULOUS HOTEL * ROUND TRIP AIR FARE
* DELUXE ROOM ACCOMMODATIONS ONE DINNER SHOW
* TWO COCKTAILS * ONE BREAKFAST PLUS—
* $200.00 SPENDING MONEY., 
.You must be 18 'to enter. No- putchase requirettri rier ritotited.
is-
14:

















ucridcitv dtativvy • Spett4oJeatu
This*genuine leather coat. comes
in many styles with merrow
stitching, matching dyed-collars,














• -Shirt Jackets • Pants














699 5 9 399to 699-
tablespoons flow and 2 cups Ale 
milk, skip the salt ),add 2 cups
of shredded Provolone Cheese
lint/441- sheer bacon, -cooked,-
drainect and crumbled,
•CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER-MURRAY KY-OPEN 1 1-8 P M SIJN '1).,3b-5 30 P M ' -
r. tart Craw isitItAnurritarrd • •414,6FV1109111111,104?'•-time•e- -` -a- -4 • ------------- 










For 34 years, Ernest H. Canon was
the last person a student would see or
he or she went through the registration -
line at Western Kentucky University.--
TES- "EHC" initials on their ' cards
meant everything was in order; they
Increased tax revenues for military institutions would pay higher taxes and criticizing the President. Lobbying on were ready for class. ___- .
spending__, therebreliminaling a budget - government in turn would payout those Capitol Hill,--usually a source of White . Mr. Canon is One of four Calloway
...„_,,Orplus,. then ,a perTanent.,dcficit .v411,...7.c...-AaLastvenue to some vt, _the. same _. House power 10i dating Fg_t_1241._Ihj: -. So,unt*s4ar-whoin.buildints.or Vringsk; -
• °cum • This was the case *jog Ware - individuals and institutions.  Although a -dePartinentt - ----: -.."  . 
. of buildings arWeitern are named. The
, . -:-Tedistribtition of wealth would occur, it - -111771/ff situation the President Canon Wing of the Acade-mic-Cothpex
--- - War II and the Vietnam War.- A130-
- political considerations such as " WOuid not necessarily improve the himself-whose political assessmerft -, house § . the aniversitY's home- elections or lower class discontent often economic welfare of the nation as a on the road to the White House seldom economics, nursing and family living •result in inflation was already a threat whole, have been matched . in programs, !.
as occurred in 1915-76. It should- be Third, and the best argument for shrewdness-might be expected to --,-+noted that the bulk of our national debt deficit spending, if the public debt is 
assess the situation and change it. Growing up near New Providence in
occurred during these periods. Then increased during a period of substantial . -
Some senior aides believe the the southeastern part of thecotuity,Mr.
there is the very real possibility that tho.7---, unemployment, the real cost of the debt - ProdIglotit output of domestic and Canon was one of 'four children-two
is zero. This is true because the ' B
foreign initiatives must be slowed, boys and two girls-of W.S. Canon, aupswings and downswings of thetfcTe
_ may not be of equal ma lude and. effect of spending ut- like the sorceretLappEgUice.---farmer. A brother,"duration. For examp e, ar--- i-Orlirar zPan.swilarY P"-----7. ̀  Carter-IS-Too busy To stop the 1 Murray Electric System employee,idle resources (labor, plant and --_ =Machin ).,baeli --to  d 
-process. A kW insiders say his schedule4--.. -lives at 1004 Poplar _
rather modest and brief prosperity .and uginginfrease in the nationaroutput
is too fully booked to think seriously
,
- there Would be little chance of obtaining is all a' net glib.. No alternative 
about his presidency. Aides proudly
surplues in the good years sufficient to products are sacrificed, and therefore, 
point to s appetite or Qhi f fficial reading. ,
El. has devoted 26 full hours to studying
bad yeare. .___i_ _-=i- reaources back to work by _ increastrigt-_-__:_-
•• _ the defense budget, and more such time ,
ff --deficit •alielitrit. Garin- the debt. Consequently, it is not 
is being set aside. He spent much of last
peek going over 200 pages packed withrecessionary Periods has increased the„.:  .._ accidental that sonlesiLthe eeonomY'-s-..,-::--tax-reforin-data. - - - - --- - -, --7- - -haitIOnal debt, can Sikh-a-fiscal pelleY healthiest periods of expansion and
measure be justified? By looking closer growth in real output have occurred at 
Such total immersion would be
at the national debt we can see the times when the public debt was 
unimaginable for statesmen such as
Otto.von Bismarck, Winston Churchill
Inside Repot Iiui4aerl I sans and itolwei Nib% ak
• ..
WASHINGTON-31rnrriy tarter, the
miracle worker of 1976, is now marked
by critics as the political incompetent
of 1977 whose _ compulsive
industriousness has produced a swirl of
confusing objectivel-and made him an
easier prey for the vultures in
Washinton's power centers.
That a crisis now exists cannot be
denied. The hope of Carter insiders that
the President's .popularity would
survive in the countryside while his
status fell in Washington was shattered
by the NBC poll putting his approval
• rating at 46 per cent. What makes this
descent alarmingly dIffelTat from past
presidential crises is that it comes from
Crisi
no war, no economic collapse and no
major scandal.
Rather, its source is deep inside the
methods and procedures of. the Carter ideology. Not linked- to. a philosophy
presidency. Although the President's other than an obsessive work ethic, the
popularity will surely rally, he is liable President has forged - ahead with
to stay in trouble so long as he conducts overambitious programs, - both
his office as he does now. Thus, the .. domestic and international, many Parts
most distressing fact in Washington of which relate to no overall theme.
today is that there is no signal yet Voters expected a President bringing
pointing to-t any significant changes- in •calm and stability. Instead, confides
the way Jimmy Carter functions as one middle-level administration
President. official, "they go a Lyndon Johnson
_Although many Democrats blame over-achiever" just as the presidency
Mr. Carter's problems on the profusion was entering a dangerously weakened
of leftist appointees pushing policies state induced by 'Vietnam and
- not • compatible with his own, the Watergate. Mr. Carter seeks to be a
• 
criticism comes equally from left and
-right. Indeed, part of his troubles may
derive' from a deficit, not a surplus, of
strong. President in the Roosevel
•
tradition at a time when the spirit of
Congress makes that goal unreachable,
The inevitable defeats suffered in the
collision between a massive program
-ana an independent Congress with the
bit in its teeth are compounded by the
fact Mr. Carter not only is an outsider
but came here boasting about it
Lacking real friends in Congress







E. H. Canon's Years
As- Westiorn Registrar
(Continued from Page One
less--money to spend-The 'resuttlfir= the public debt ils.Sie that weowe one --PfeYinit— vi-a-I-- se' '''. iiiidri—bY -federal budget surplus could be used to , another internally and not externally to Congressmen acting like vulturespay off part of the federal debt which someone else. sniffing blood from 1600 Pennsylvania
had increased because of deficit • Second, nations are quite immortal, Avenue.spending during the depression. In this and there is no compelling reason why There are also vultures in his ownway, government spending would even their debts need to . be paid off. As a administration. No recentout inflations and recessions by -relatively small portion of the total debt administration has evidenced lessbalancing' the federal budget - not falls due each month' Or- year, the personal loyalty to the President withinannually, but over the long haul. government does not need to cut the departments. Officials at theIf the upswings cancel out the expenditures or boost taxes to provide assistant secretary level, picked bydownswings, why do we have a 675 funds for retiring the debt. Also rapid heads of departmetiO in Mr. Carter'sbillion dollar national debt? First, if 7-retirement of the public debt would call: _ .."cabinet government," ,,we theirduring the period of prosperity and . for a gigantic transfer of money ---lokaltyvto the secretary rather than theinflation the government uses its, whereby American individuals and President and show no hesitancy about
severe-depression !nay be followed by 4-- -_ ery workan the
pay off the deficit inc.urred during Die no real costs are involved in putting idle
•
___ICoutinued (rem Page()Ael.
When the federal government
borrows money, it issues securities
Ationd-stto the peo_ple who  have loaned
the money. Hence, the national debt
(currently about 680 billion dollars)
consists of government securities most
, of which ( about 87, per cent) are owned
by Americans. As Prudential would put
it, if you own a federal security (for
example, a Series E Savings Bond) you
own a "piece of the rock."
The above two paragraphs may have
created the image that it is possible to
get something for nothing. That is,
perhaps we as a nation can get a "free
lunch" by manipulation of the federal
budget and, as a result, the national
debt. To see why this image is
Incorrect, let's work through a simple
example. 7--
Suppose- that rr.idelit Carter and
the Congress wish to educe
unemployment throughout t!M United
States. This is always a noble objective,
suppose the President and the Congress
pass legislation which requires that 5
billion dollars be spent to create public-
service jobs for persons currently
unemployed.
But you say, "Isn't this wonderful."
Thousands of people will find
employment, their personal dignities
will be_restored. the welfare rolls will _
be cut, and the extra spending will
boost our economy.
But I say, "Hold it." One important
question remains unanswered. Where
did the President and the Congress get
the 5 billion dollars?
Suppose, to return to our theme of
  spending .the President and the
Congress decide to bdrrow this money
from the American people. What are
the fall consequences of their action?
First, as we bave already .seen the 5
billion dollars borrowed by the federal
money is borrowed from banks,
insurance companies, corporations,
etc., these organizations will now have
5 billion dollars less to spend on private
enterprise job creation. If the money is
borrowed from individuals that is 5
billion dollars which cannot be used to
buy automobiles-or refrigerators, thus
putting workers in those industries out
of a job. In other 'words, it is possible
that more jobs will be destroyed than
created. Furthermore, it is likely that
the private jobs destroyed will be more
productive than the government jobs
created. --
In summary, deficit spending most
definitely is not capable of providing us
with something for nothing. It may cost
us plenty as the preceding example is
designed to show. Unfortunately, many
people do not understand the true costs
of deficit Spending and, thus, are prone
to be attracted to the federal spending
banquet for additional helpings of this
alleged, free, quick, sure-fire dessert.
Of course, ;he ultimate danger of the
„big govesnment-deficitA, spending
philosophy is that it leads the American
people to look to Washington for
economic, political, social and, yes,
even spiritual salvation. I was pleased
- when Jimmy Carter pledged in his
campaign fin- the Presidency to balance
the federal budget by 1980.
Unfortunately, Mr. Carter has just-
announced tbat_this firm_pledge canna-
be kept. The 1977 federal budget deficit'
is expected to be 45 billion dollars; the
1978 federal budget daligt is expected
. tle6L.huhintollara. Now is the time
for you to draw some conclusions.
answer is yes. -• - - increasing most rapidly.
First, the national debt is one which Given the fact that the private sector 
or Charles de Gaulle. "Jimmy sees
things that any assistant secretar)- American citizens and of a free enterprise economy does not shouldn't see," one administrationinstitutions - owe to ourselves, always provide a level of spending official told us. Mr. Carter is so deep inWhereas a private debt is one between sufficient to provide full employment at details that he seems compelled to pushindividuals or businesses, a public debt a non-inflationary level, it makes good
  hisis one held within a single economie----sense for the government to use deficit 
forward, further overloading
unit. Strictly speaking the public debt is spending to close the deflationary gap, 
circuits.
The answer by many friends is toowned by the United States government especially when a certain leveLof
Citizen's *and inStituUtins. - beak . spending. will result in a greater 
-broaden his staff----"to get some aides in
there with a little gray in their hair," ininsurance companies, and businesses increase in economic activity and at no the words of one cabinet member. Yet it- within the United States who have real cost to society.
may be unrealistic to believe that newly
recruited aides could succeed where old
ones have failed in changing what veryN •
overambitious legislative prograrri and
The hard reality is that both the
well may be Mr. Carter's set style.
the work habits are pure Jimmy
government will lead to the creation Carter. The blunt assessment of one
of thousands of public- adminstration official-"he's not a t
service jobs. Second, statesman, he's an engineer"-may be
* As a youngster, he went ot school at
Stone Schoolhouse, where his teachers
were Pose Underwood, Lucille Grogan
New and Rainey T. Wells, at' one time
Of another. • .
Later,-he taught in three one-room
achoolsr.Locust Groy .j..ebanon and
'Clieriy Corners, where he was
principal for two years-before going to
Western in 1909 as a student. One of his
students at.l.ocust Grove was the late-
George Hart, mayor of Murray,
president of the Bank of Murray and a
long-time member of the board of
regents at Murray State University.
A close friend at Cherry Corners was
J.B. Hutson, who later became an -
under secretary of agriculture in.
Washington.
At Western, he would go to -school for
a While and teach for a while in order to
get the money to contribute his •
education as he worked toward a
teaching certificate, which he earned in
1918. It was a good4ife.
The next year, the year the United
States entered World War I. was a big
one for him. Not only was he named
principal at Kevil, but he also married
Lima Boyd, a Mayfield girl. They were
o have one daughter, Mrs. J.P. (Anne;
Frank of Danville. Mrs. Canon died in
however, what we must now see is that too harsh, but it points to the problem. Ion. 
this same 5-billion dollar loan lead- -Kerne of Mr. Carter's supporters
to the destruction of thousands of jobs outside the administration believe his
in the private sector. That is, if the first imperative is to slow the mad pace
and offer voters the impression of calm
and orderliness they had expected from
him. Instead, he has scheduled frenetic
barnstorming, starting coast-to-coast
on Oct. 21 and then hitting four
continents. Considering its unique
nature, the Carter crisis may well. be
exacerbated by these standard efforts
to revive the President's popularity.
The next year, 1918, he became
principal al Lynn Grove before going to
Shelby Counl),,,where he was principal
at Finchville for'five ears. In 1924
1925, he directed s trf -
schools at Williamstown and Bedfqfd
before Western's first president, r.
Henry Hardin Cherry, lured haf to
Western as registrar and where,Ae was
to serve for the next 34 years -under
three of the university's four
presidents-Dr. Cherry, Dr. Paul
•
affairs. He was president. of Ihe
Bowling Green Kiwanis Club
served as its secretary for 21 years.
Twice he was Kiwanii. lieutenant
governor in his district, and helped -------
organize the Mayfield oitth. -
Now 90 years of age (his birthciay was
,July 10), he lives quietly and alone at
2169 Smallhoril Road in Bowling Green, -,.:-•
only a few minute!' drive trom "The '. _
Hill," here he watched an endless
parade of young people receive the ;
Inspiration, academic preparation and
training that led to the realization of 7.:z
countless ambitious dreams.
Ernest H. Climb • -
'Garrett, and Dr. Kelly Thompson.
When he became western's registrar,
..Mr. Canon found 3,000 students on the -
campus and the institution. in its thiryt
year as a four-year college. More than--
13,000 are enrolled there today.
He vividly remembers Dr. Cherry's
sentiments as he recalled his
participation in the proceedings -01I&'
eventually led to the establishment of
what is now our Murray State
University.
"Dr. Cherry recognized the need for a
school in far West Kentucky," Mr.
Canon recalled, "and I heard him say
many times, 'You know how I love
Western and how jealous I am of
anything that competes with it, but I
couldn't do anything but vote for that
school."
For years, Mr. Canon was a key and
influential figure in the administrative
structure of Western. He 'became a
close friend of Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
who at the time was Murray's registrar
and who lives today in Lexington. "In
fact," he laughed, "her father loaned
me $50 when I got my teaching
certificate in 1916."
Dr. Dery Downing, president of
Western today, succeeded Mr. Canon as
registrar, later becoming bursar before
being named Western's fourth
president with Dr. Thompson retired.
'He calls Mr. Canon one of Western's
greatest supporters and the most
knowledgeable man on academic
programs on the campus in his day.
"_He carried the _catalog in his head,"
he said, "and it was he who produced
++++++
Mr. Canon also was aCtive in civic
Report From Sen. Huddleston
Although the Senate has voted in
favor of deregulating natural gas
prices, I do not believe deregulation
— _
MtrrayLedger:lk Times
Publisher -•' Walter L. Appersor
Editor R. Gene McCutcheor
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Chnst
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will survive a Senate-House conference That, in .my opinion, would be
that will finally decide the issue. sufficient to give the natural gas firms
The House of Representatives passed incentive to seafch for new gas. With
the President's plan, which calls for a deregulation, however, the prices
modest increase in natural gas.prices _ would go much higher.
while maintaining a ceiling. Thus this A. Congressional Budget Office study .
approach must be compromised with recently showed that under the -
deregulation. - heating bill would, rise from $42.80 
per,
Prisident's plan the typical home-the Senate bill, which Calls for
The fact that President Carter has . month to $47.20 by 1985, Under 
complete
indicated he will veto a. bill containing 'deregulation, however, the average
deregulation, as welt as strong .monthly heatingpill would rise to about
opposition to deregulation by the House $70. This same study indicated that, at
leadership, makes it likely that the most, only five percent more gas would
deregulation... - under the President's plan.
be available under deregulation thancompromise will not include
I opposed deregulation on the basis --gitice-TriThercent of fhi- homes in
that it would entail too great a burden Kentucky are heated by natural gas,
for the. consumer without producing this is an issue which vitally affects the
any significant amount of new gas. - state. 1 personally would prefer a
liaturai__44as_ _plugs._ hava airOady , ,compromise which  is closer to the
increased from 26 cents per thousand President'? plan than the Senate
cubic feet of gas in 1972 to $1.47 today, a , position, but in any event I do .ngt '
seven-fold increase and the believe ,deregulation will be approved.
. lacateciaisiaL Oki..ploodilivet,_ _.t.
to,$1.75. probe bifiei Tieietabied7 Church. . .. . -...,,----,-1.•
• Is
President:s plan would raise the price
• ••••
Some. ceita.on prices should. and
Lloyd Cornell has . aaatitned
position of Baptist Aimee Minister at
Murray State University and will direct
We Baptist student 'program for the
more than 2,000. Baptist students onl.t.
emnDePausths. reported_ ,include Glen S..
•-teoplen and Mrs. Rochie Mae Andrews:-
A police and fireman pension fund
was under discussion last night at
meeting of the Murray City Council.
The Beta Five from Callo*ayCountr.
High School composed of Carol Barrow,
Carol Eaves, Glenda Compton, Shirley
Barzell, and Cathy Harris presented a •:
musical program at the meeting of the :-
Murray Rotary Club.
RuRdussol
phell Howard,..seir: eaf Msrt.uadencinthirsai
Auburn University, Auburn, Ala. -----
20 Years Ago
Slides on "How To Modernize Main
Street" were shown by Robert Burrow,
Field Representative of the Kentucky
Utilities, at the meeting of the Murray
RiStary Club. He wars introduced by
L.D. Miller, executive secretary of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, who,
was in charge of the program.
Donna Ruth Grogan and June Foy,
district 4-H achievement winners, were
guests of the Pedueah-. Association-of
the Chamber of Commerce at a special
dinner.
The Murray High School Tigers
Bo-Wling Green 7 to 0 -in football with
Jerry Henry going over for the Murray
score.
Births reported include a boy, John
Stephen, to Mr. and Mrs. John Ray Linn -!
•on October 1.
Jenny Sue - Stubblefield, daughter of-I--
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield,
and Betsy Howton. daughter of Dr. and ;
Mrs. E.B. Howton, have pledged Delta !
Delta sorority and Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority respectively at the University ;




James M. Thomas, publisher of the
little paper, The Model Star. at Tobacco *i•
in Calloway County, has announced ,„
that he has printed his last issue on his
home-built cylinder press.
Plans to raise money for a $40,000
Student Union building to be erected on
the Murray State College campus were
presented to the executive board of the
Alumni Association at a luncheon •
business meeting held October.16 *tit* ..41
Collegiate Inn.
Deaths reported include R. Keys :
Geurin. age 30.
Mrs. Ottis Patton, president 91 .lhe. • .... 
Calloway County Council of the Parent-
Teacher Association, will preside atthe
meeting to be held on October 15 at ;.
Lynn Grove High School.
The. Bev  IL.B.,...Sai0-er....pastor_  of the z_
First Baptist Cherch, Murray, is :
'speaker at tie revival being held this :





Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Marshall County High
School has never beaten
Murray High School in a
varsity football game.
That could all change
Friday night when the two
teams play at North Marshall
Junior Nigh. '
-And one person who cer-
tainly' isn't about to take
Marshall County lightly. is
Murray High coach John
Hina:---
'.'Marshall County is not the
same team we've played in
the past. I've either seen them
in person or on film on four
different occasions this season
and I've been tremendously
impressed with them;" Hine
said.
"They've always been
aggressive against us but they
didn't do things soundly. But
now, they blow off the line like
the old Green Bay Packers.
I'm very impressed with their
size, aggressiveness and their
sound fundamentals of the
game.
"Larry Krouse said back in
the pre-season reports that he
didn't know what kind of club
They'd have but they'd look
more like a football team--
Well they look like a football
team all right and a darned
good football team at that.
"They have one of the best





Exercise program for men and women. Murray's
Best exercise equipment Reasonable Rates.
Actually, that's just a middle-size loan for
its these days. We make some for less.
And a lot fqr a lot more. $2500
So we're not a "smaljtoan" compant 
-but-a taigeitian center ArW a good one. $3,00
Boineownembithis—.ttp.,
- -When ybtfr after may
- anowits, The eqMt3-inioura
.-valuable asset You can use that equity _
to back very sizable loans from us: AM
that's nice to 
know.Next tim :you wantmoney, whatever':
- the reason, think of us. If you're more corm,
-lottablefeeNng you can depend on us-for -
small loans, we really don't mind. Because.
you CM'
But remember, we mostly think pt.
Ronnie 'Dunn, one of their
halfbacks, is one of the better
runners around. They will
have the size advantage on us.
"Their coaching staff' has
.clone a tremendous job. And
things look even better for
their future. On their starting
offensive lineup, they have
only four seniors," Hina ad-
ded. 
Murray High is coming off a
7-0 win over Trigg County last
week in a game played in a
torrential downpour. The
Marshals, having won two in
succession, are 4-3 and are
coming off a win at Ballard
Memorial.
Murray High badly needs
the win, if they arc. to insure
 themselves of a good season.
The Tigers will bring a 3-3
'record inttr the contest.--,
The win against Trigg
County last -week snapped a
three-game losing skid for
Murray. In-those threegames,
the Tigers were outsCored 104-
th0 : ey .fell -to_ Mayfield,
heath H  and -Caldwell County.
But, - things have- -beet-
looking up ever since the 20-0
los8-16 CindittirCORMY. ine
Tigers have been getting some
__injured players-back and the
defensive unit has once again
been sticking people.
"We were extremely
_ pleased with the fact. we beat
Trigg County last week and
with the way our kids played.
Our kids have taken a very
positive step forward. ,
-"Aar-time-yeti Jeee three















consecutive games, you  can 
go down quickly. Biii we
began turning things around
In the Calihvell County same. I
thought that was true test of
etiarlietEr andour WS-Showed
what kind of character they.
had.
"Now, I'M looking for
imptoveMent in - each
remaining game," Hina ad-
ded.
Though they have been
beaten three times and are out
of the'DiStrict race, the Tigers
have learned many --things:
And perhaps the thing they
Tiger Stats
have learned most is quite
simply: experience.
You don't go gut and buy
experience, you learn it. And
it's quite possibly the Tigers
may very well get better with
each -game. •
"At this point, with the
&aloes We'vOadt tht_beYs Rrç
beginning to find out what it's






Ttny Tots 16 4
M A Ins 14. 11
UI IIIISMIIS Boone Laundry Cleaners. __ .1.3 _7  
474 Ky Lake Oil Co 12 II
-73 Paradise Kennels 12 -0
91 Keel s Purchase Tire 12 3
41 Allen-ThouapaonCheysisr---- 1,:.....11--
153 Astro Car Wash  12 -
12 T V Service Center 4 15
57 High Team Game (SC) --
 3 M.F.A. Ins 
13 Ky. Lake 011  -  5/5
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5 M F A Ins '
40 Ky. take OU, Co. 77$
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• • Perry  1
  Itted 1
$ 73.17 48 $ 3,51 17.80% 7rictsi  
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 ADRED TO OUR ALB,1:14 Y LARGE ELECTION! t
"When we talk about double
teaming and closing down,
they know what we're saying.
"In reviewing our game
• filmfrom last week, I have to
say that I was extremely
proud of the way we blocked.
The film showed we had,some
thebest blocking we've ever
had.
"I fflt we had superb games
on the offensive line from
David Stephenson, John
Denham, Alvin Parham and
Frank QuLn.--
"TheMeking really helped
Grettis Bwnphis and Mike
Hibbard with their running.
"We evaluate films ;instead
140 High Team Series (BC)
24 m.F.A. Ins -4
 14 Tlny Tots - - - 21311
1-12 Boone Laundry-Cleaners,?........... UM
1-3 High Ind. Gapte (SC)
14 Marie Clark 179
131 Margaret MortcV 179
Mary Han-ts./.  175
168 Lois Smith, ' _ . , _. ,._ _ ,  170
49 „,fligh Ind, Game (HC) -
20 Pat J,ohnson 235
237 M e Clark 
,Margaret Morton 218
SC High Ind. Series' (SC)
Mary Harris 490
Margaret Morton 402
ties-- - Gereldtne. taathir • --
mks , High Ind, Series (HC)
mur- --Geraldine Mathis la
Harris 624  
— Marpret 1torton -ii- 7-.11115--
1528
51.0 Lois  . -Smith._ 163..  . .
203.5 Margaret Morton  - 
 
- 147
.Nancy Todd - ....,..--.----... ,..----......
Mary Harris. .. — .-,.. ..... ....
Jane Parks . 10
Jean Bland  -
Linda Johnson. ...  - s..........
Geraldine Mathis --- 131 -
Vickie Baker 134
Marion Berbench 133
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MAD= --sloth Borg- Of
 -Heins Prefect of
Chile 3-6, 6-0, 6-1 to move into
the quarter-finals of :the
$75,000 iificTriel— tennis
tournament:
Frew McMillian of South.
-Africa defeated Jan 'Codes of
Czeehoslovakia 6-4, i2-6, 6-4,
Eddie Dibbs downed Hans •
Kary. of _Austria -1P2, -7-6,
Antonio Zugarelli of Italy beat
Jose Moreno of Spain 6-2, 6-2
and Victor Amaya- defeated
— Alvaro Fillol of 'Chile 44, 6-2,
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Wood bases, double socket 
lineswitch, shades available,
Black, white linen. No. 4059.
Weight 161/2". 
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With cast metal bases. COppsi





of grading them on a per-
centage basis. I don't want to
start grading kids becaese
-they get enough grades in
school..
"But if we. did grade films
on a percentage basis, we
would have had a lot of high
percentages last
"The times we failed to
capitalize on the blocking
were usually due to lack of
timing in the backfield,
mishandling the ball, the
rnivrithle playtig_ conditions
and of course-every &V mkt--
then, a Trigg County Wildcat.
"Defensive-wise, I felt we
played great. Anytime you
hold a team to zero yards on
the ground and 20 in the air,
you've done pretty well. If we
were to mention everyone who
played a good defensive game,-.7._.
I think we'd have to single out
every player and say
something about him.
"For tIle second week in a
row, we've played good
defensive bef we're
looking for more im-
provement Friday," Hina
added.
After the 8 p.m. game at
'Marshall County, the Tigers
will play their Homecoming
contest next Friday in Holland
Stadium against Hopkinsville.
10564ENALTY 
will be Aided to City of Murray
Property Taxes If Not Paid
BEFORE NOV. 1, 1977
Taxes May Bilaid At The --- ---
City Hall Building at 5th and Poplar Streets
Monday thru Friday 8 AM - 5 Plit
- ---- • ----- -
Saturday; flot.49,
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CHAMPION SWIMMER -- Pam Parker, granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hardin W. Porker of Kirksey Route One, has become
Florida's state champion in synchronized swimming. She won
flyst place in figures, solo, team and duet in the guali4ying
meet, enabling her to compete in the state meet. After
becoming state champion, she went on to lead her club, the
WAsite Dolphins, to victory by placing first in team and duet
and second in solo and figures, making them the Florida State
- Champions for 1977. She has won in the past four gold medals,
'four silver medals, and several trophies. She is the daughter of
'Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Parker of 407 Lanier Lane, Winter





1976 VW Super Beetle Convertilovillemblecktep, Kt Me -
-mites, wire whelLtamarialliMartradrallsreicii-tiassid ----.
len-Pontiac Grand Pt* Silver metallic, burgandy half•
tap with burgondy interior, mog wheels, air conditioning,
power steering and brakes, local trade-in Excellent con-
dition!
1915 Chevrolet Malibu Classic Station Wagon, 9
passenger, light blue, air condition, power steering and
brakes. One owner new car trade-in.
1975 Audi 100LS, 4 door automatic, brown-tamJeatherette
interior, power steering, sun roof, air condition, AM•FM 8
track stereo, 25,000 miles, one owner, local new car
trade-in. luxury and economy.
1973 VW "Thing" Yellow Mock Convertible Top, newesiii---
sized tires with white mag wheels. "A. fun inachinet'L---
--- _
_ ityi Chevrolet Pickup Custom 10 - 6 cylinder, standard







Homerun Power, Hooton Help As
Dodgers Whip Yanks, Even Series
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Spert&Writcr
NEW YORK (AP) - R was
an explosive combination that
should protect New York City
from power blackouts for a
long time.
Catfish Hunter, a home run
pitcher, was throwing big,
hanging baseballs to the Los
Angeles 13edgers, home run
hitters, and the results were
predictably powerful -
particularly since Hunter
hadn't pitched since Sept. 10.
The Dodgers walloped four
homers, three off Hunter in
the first. 21-1 inning
blasted the New
Jackson; sec-oNf iodating Idir
manager, Billy Martin. "He
hasn't pitched since Sept. 10.
"This i,s the World Series,"
Jackson said, lacing his
remarks with a more-than-
occasional epithet. "It's not
fair to the Cat and it's not fair
to us."
The Dodgers, lambs in the
locker room, were lions on the
field, as has been their custom
all seasdb, when they belted a
National League-leading 191
homers. Four Dodgers -
Reggie Sm th, Ron Cey, Steve
Garvey, and Dusty Baker -
smashed 30 or more homers,
ork-the-tirst time that has been
Yankees 6-1 Wednesday night, accomplished in the major
evening the 1977 World Series leagues,
at one game apiece. "This teartf-did something
The ninth naatchup Of these Murderer's Row and the great
historic baseball rivals now Red Sin teams with Bobby
shifts across the country to Doerr, Vern Stephens and Ted
Los Angeles for Game 3 Williams couldn't do," said
Friday night, - with Dodger Dodger Manager Tom
left-_hander La,sorda• They consistently
game winner, hooking up vtith 'hit with power, and that's
big Mike' Torrez, a right- what they did tonight-7-7-
hander with 17 victories in the "Our guys are capable of
regular season. hitting them out of the Grand
Meanwhile, Wednesday Canyon."
night, the Yankees fell meekly Martin agreed with that
to right-hander Burt _Hooton's assessment. "There were no
baffling knuelde-curves with cheap homers," said the fiery
just five hits, saving their best Yankee skipper. "They hit-
hitting for the locker room, as 'em a long way."
has been their-,- custom- for- --The first one that went
"theit."WifeWliii-dtstance-came off the bat of---
- winning season.. Ron Cey, who slugged- 10
"What's he doing starting homersIn the regular season.
Catfish?" wondered Reggie After Hunter got the game's
SimpsonPsFarnily Had,
Much Athletic Talent
BUFFALO (AP) - O.J. Simpson's greatest goal as a
Simpson is second cousin to player
retired baseball star Ernie This summer a frustrated
Banks, a relationship in which Simpson verbally blasted the
be sees some irony. Bills management for its fail-
Noting Banks played 10 s'ea- ure to build a contender. More
sons for the Chicago Cubs and -recently he said, "I can't be
never-0*a World Serieilleond-Auessiirgitelph Bills
Simpson.gyinnadand.aaid, "1 owner ft.aljdk Syphon "
guess- it- It -r- in the-
family huh?' 
But then he- added, "After
, last season thought it was
Iri eight -plus masons,- Sim)-
son's Buffaki Bifli afe 40-74-2,
are currently saddled
with a 14-game losing streak.
 shey seem -light years away
from making the Super Bowl,
,
  WELCOME TO OUR  
(Formerly Mr t's)
309 N. 16th St.-Murray, Ky.
Sat. Oct. 15, thru Fri. Oct. 21, 1977
October 15,1977
Come Out and Try Our Grand
T-Bone 
Ope,ning
With All The Trimmings 
'450
,Spaghetti 
Road-Turkey Dinner"i With NI The himmings
Oarbeque Chicken




Open 6 Days A Week
Monday-Wednesday
Thfirsday, Friday & Sat. Open 24 Hours Per Day
• Closedln Sundays.. • .
rrit.
apparent that some changes
needed to be made. But they
didn't make any. Instead they
let two players (offensive line.
men Donnie • Grief Ind Mike
Montler)- who-had helped the
team ga.;1.
simpeact -abo. pointaut
that several former Bills, such
as wide receivers Alunad
Rashad and J.D. Hill, are now
mainstays on other teams.
"They never took the time to
develop players here. If a
player didn't look good at
first, he was gone. You have to
give -players time. Look at
New England. They've got
basically the same players
now that they had three years
ago when we were running al
Over them."
Simpson believes the Bills
are currently building a
potential winner under coach
Jim Ringo, but he said, "I'm
hot going to see it.' It takes
time to build a yotnig teem- -
like this."
The club failed to work out a
requested trade last year that
would have sent Simpson to a
West Coast team, a contender.
he hoped. The Los Angeles
Rams actively pursued 'Simp-
son but felt Wilson's asking
price (reportedly defensive
end Jack Youngblood, back
Lawrence McCutcheon, tackle
Mike Fanning and two top
draft choices) was too high
Simpson now is certain he -
will end his career in Buffalo
"It's never even crossed my
mind that I might be traded
after this season. I'm not
going to ask for it.
"I thought it would be wise
for the team to trade me felt
some players to build with, but
I've got no hard feelings I'm a
team man all the way," he
When Simpson- asked to be
traded, he cited as one redson
his wife Marguerite's aversion
to living in Buffalo. That and
earlier deprecatory remarks
didn't sit well with residents of
the city.
"I think most of those things
were grossly misinterpreted „
I'm from the West Coast, and
that's where my interests are
I don't have anything against
Buffalo. I just have other pref-
erences," he said.
Many fans suspect Simpson
of having an overinflated ego
a charge refuted by those who
work with Win behind-the-
scenes. •
Simpson Oinks "it will take
a miracle" for him to play in.a
Superiatavd now, but tiltt5
consolation in- others' high
esteem for him.
SteveYeager.
"A hanging curve around
the eyes is the easiest pitch to
hit out," mid 'Yeager, who
launced the pitch over the left
field wall. "Our ball club is
very explosive. The long ball
threat is always there,
especially the heart of the
lineup."
-first two batters on fly balls,
Smith doubled and Cey laced
_Hunter's two-strike pitch over
the left field wall.
- "It was a mistake on his
part," said Cey, who carried
the Dodgers' to their early-
season surge, batting .425 with
nine homers and 29 runs-
battedin during April. "It was
a breaking ball and bethdret -Y-eager, the No. 8 batter,
get away with it. I challenge-4 had 16 hornets, half the total of
Death Valley again and won Reggie Smith, the third stick
this time. Last night I tried in the Dodgers' potent lineup.
twice and lost." After Bill Russell singled in
Hunter, sidelined the past 32 the third, Smith eaanded a low
days with an prological fastball over the right field
disorder _after sporadic fence.. It syes Smith's third
shoulder aches all seascin,-koCW5iid Series tether. He hit
two in 1967, when he was with
the Red Sox, one coming on
the day when Boston slammed
a pair of groundhall outs to
open the second before
throwing a hanging curve to
Bleach
Dispenser
Hunter; who allowed 29
homers in 1431-3 innings in the
regular season, a generous
rate of one every 41/4 innings.
-That was the- best- hes -"Heel--I pitched my normal
four homers - thelzrit-tHF- sUrttnefrorn scratch"
that had been accomplished in It was like spring training
the Series. for me." said the Yankees'
-These are the things we've first expensive free agent.
been doing all year. round," .."rni hot ictfed. I didn't pitch
said South. "Hunter might very tong2. 
think it was a good...pitch -fOr tjooton, of course, ihsted a.
him, but it was a good pitch for long time, nine innings, and he
me. rm a tow ball hitter." looked like he could have
Smith's smash finished controlled the Yankees for
several mow turns, picking
eight strikeouts and walking 
justone batter.
thrown since Opening Day,".. game," said Hooton, who
said Martin, referring te*Sdrifitted losing his cool over
_ Hunter's _velocity, not his some umpire calls in the NL
7coritt61.7“rwatni definitely playoffs last Friday, when he- ;.;! - - -
use him again." walked four straight batters.
Hunter, a control pitcher, I kept my head. Nothing
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-Tough Weekend For Predicting Games
Every week ,-things are going to be tougher for the Murray
State football team.
For instance: - -- • • --'
-- Middle Tennessee is 1-5 and they are hosting the Racers
in their Homecoming game Saturday. Middle will look at this
game as perhaps, their only chance to win.another one._
— Next week, it's up to East Tennessee. The Bucs are off
to a oor 1-5 staft. It's their-Homecoming- gameloo. And
when they see the Racers, they'll be thinking in the back of
their minds that it may be their last chance to win a game.
_ And so it goes, right on down to the last game of the year
against a Western Kentucky team which has won only one
game.-
Get the point?
_ It's like a chicken that just got nipped-by-the fox-before-the
farmer came out with the shotgun. There will be more foxes
and they will spot that wounded chicken.
Thus, we have the "wounded chicken" theory. How about
that? Last week, the OVC picks were 3-3 with the misses
being IVIaitin'S wittover Murray, MiddFe's Win over F.astern
Kentucky and Austin Peay's win at Morehead.
Here are Saturday's picks:
• MURRAY STATE at Middle 'T'ennessee by seven — Martin
made Middle look like ground beef. Grant it, Middle is at
—-omeet-Ms better-team (b wit it; Mdd1 wun at-
home over Eastern but so what. The Colonels are over-rated "
as is the new "Billy Beer." Murray haat° win. If not, then
they may not win another one this year. By the time they get
around to Eastern Illinois, they could be so low they might
not be able to beat themselves in an intra-squad game.
However, I don't think that will happen because I expect the
Racers to win Saturday,and snap out of their slump.
Also for Saturday: Austin Peay -at NORTH ALABAMA by
Slit, East lenneRsee at WESTERN CAROLINA1Y One, TEN-
NESSEE TECH at Western Kentucky by 28.
are always ancertairibecause
the lepgue is so crazy, are 19-9 for the-season. ,
. High-school wise, this is going to be the toughest' weekend
of the season. There are four tough games on the schedule.
.and I could very easily miss all four. Let's take alook at those
four first.
• Franklin-Simpson at-BOWLING. GREEN by one --Why-?- •
V.119y not? -Franklin-Simp.soh is 1-0, the _Purples • ate 6-1:
Frazildin-Simpson may be the better team but can.thei he.
better it Bowling Green? 
.
CALDWELL COUNTY at Union City by'one. — Last year,
Union City won at Caldwell Cohnty. Union City we: . to Heath
this year and handed the Pirates their only loss. It should go
to the wire.
.thristian County at TILGHMAN by seven The Colonel,.
after knOcking off Bowling Green two weeks ago, may be the
better team. But I like Tilghman because they are at bane.
The Colonels are 4-3 and Tilghman is 3-3 coming into the
game. P
MURRAY HIGH at Marshall County by six — Last week, I
got the predictions "right' on both teams. I predicted-
- Ballard to beat Marshall County and in the prediction, I
predicted the prediction would be wrong. It was. Also,
picked the Tigers by seven over Trigg County but had it not
rained, the margin would have been more.
The Tigers.need to score early p.nd grt out in front. If they
. should fall behind early, the Marshals could take, their first
-win ever over the Tigers.
Bath .teams have good.11efensive- clubs. They -keye-the
Tigers must have super blocking to win.
Crittenden County at HEATH by 42.— That's against-the
jayvee team. Jack Haskins may pull his starters after a
q9arter to save a little for next week's game with Mayfield. _
FUND tAmTiatil: at Todd Central by 20 --ti
District game and after a 46-0 whipping from CaldweB Coun-
ty last week, you don't expect Todd to bounce back and defeat
a good club like the Falcons.
FULTON CITY at Dresden by seven = The Bulldogs have
—heenteatert not-once-this-year ahd are heading towar dthflr
best season in a heck of a long time.
EVANSVILLE CENTRAL at Hopkinsville1/4by 22 — I can't
remember exactly how tough Central is, though I should
know. Maybe they can do a nice bang-up job on Hoptovm, sin-
ce.the Tigers will be at Murray High next week.
Lone Oak at WEBSTER COUNTY by one — This should be
interesting, especially if Lone Oak loses. Will Fred Gibson
say Webster County is the 'worst team one of his clulxihas
ever lost to? Or if Fred wins, as he should, will he say they
are one of the worst teams one of hiashih&has ever hesten?—
Stay tuned for more drama. from the..colorful
troversial Gibson, whose team last week lost a 14712 mud-
bowl game to Heath.
•MAYFIELD at Trigg. Countig,by 36 Want to know how
tough Mayfield is? Remember their second game of the year
when they defeated East St. Louis 20-19? At the time, East St.
- - Louis as supposed to be oneef. tjte top teams in thetonntry-:
Since then,Thkit haven't last. Last week they blasted Central
High ofKansas City, Mo., 19-7. Is that enough to give you an
'indication of how strong the Cardinals are?
Cairo at REIDLAND by seven — A typical Cairo team:
good runners, little blocking.
The record for the high school games is a mediocre 48-13
and should get considerably worse after this weekend.
"fyi.N6T11181n.T.Earri..u.RioR FLAT I-A• PAINIication,
, or























$ 3 50 $ 1. 99






Our finest flat latex













Save 6n StiPtisunAk !lturits I,ins,s
Beau Monde Textures and Kachens
& Baths Wallcocernqs All patterns
are strippaille and scruhbah4, •
Sale $5.25-$10.33 per single roll
Rey 57 50 514 75
(packed ii. double rolls4
lig[f.PAE A paint.A store.A whole lot more.
Free decorating service. Use Master Charge, Sonkilmerkerd,Vise, or OSII extended credit terms.
1600 stores including one neer you.
Southside Manor Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. — 753-3321
0
Anakirevathan & Gunitrinc.
INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12111 ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR TNE RESIDENTS OF MURAT, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA




• NOT A DISCONTINUED BRAND-X "231
• 40 CHANNELS! 1977 ENGINEERING,
• 131G S/RF METER, SIX CONTROLS,
• RF GAIN AND ALL THE GOODIES! 
•• AS ADVERTISED ON NETWOwlik TV!
• IIICHARGE IT MOST STORES)
REALISTIC MOBILE MODEL TRC-452 is the
greatest CB radio buy in all our 17 years of building
and selling America's championship quality line..
- In your car, RV or boat you'll see why the alleged
superiority of 23's versus 40's is a phoney rumor put
Mit by t011‘S, wittl_the_ wrong. sets ta sekat the_wrong_ --
time. Bove a whopping 43% if you ACT NOW while
our supply lasts. TRC-452 is IN STOCK TODAY at






TRC-424 is a real bargain at 23% off! All the regular
features plus "LED" readout. large SiRF meter. noise
blanker, ANL, RF gain, delta-tune. •
11111111111
Reg. 249951
DELUXE BASE MOBILE UNIT
TRC-455 has every wanted feature! A super 40




TRC-449 delivers 40 channels on AM plus 46
4







' • • siqn flyOUl
PRICES MAY VARY AT INTAVIOVAL STORES rIOA"OrTIOOO
• •








MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE











11104 Coldwater Rd. — 753-8660
.401.
GOODOYEAR
"The Car Car Specialists"








TIME FOR A REST? — Though Grettis lumpish (20) of the Tgers is down, he's not really resting, though he certainly deserved one. Bum-
phis slipped on the wet turf after picking up a good gain in The game last week against Trigg County Bumphis rushed for 135 yards. This
week, the Tigers get a tough test when they visit Marshall Colinty.
Any Remington Chain Saw




-Quality That Will Please
















Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!
HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES
Famous For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sondwiches.A,Plotters
5 Po.nts • Murray Ky
BREAKFAST
geRVED 11.00 P M 700 A M
UNTIL 12 NOON ON,SLINDA YS
PRIVATE
DINING Room





808 Chestnut • 753-2285








win' 10.00 orrlor or awn
Sass39
Moe -Geed
thrullet, Oct. is 1977
Parker's Super Mkt.
Downtown Shopping Center



















Exposition Center Sat., Oct. 29 at 6 p.m.
Reservation must be received by Thursday, October 20, 1977.
TO:
Mrs. C. W. Jones
1816 South 1.11thStreet
sMurray,Kentucky 42071
f Reserve Plates at 3.50.
Name
• Address -  
Mrs. Lloyd Boyd
1004 Sharpe Street
Ok Murray, Kentucky 42071
1YearsAttendd
1 YearGradtatect_____ '
Barbecue Reunion Of Lab
Students On October29
Arrangements for the
special barbecue reunion for
t• nin'hora,student.
; teachers, and friends of the
Murray Training School,
; College High School, and
University School at Murray
: State Universith have been
TionifT) • accorgt04,-TO--
....L.Wilson Gantt nadDan Shipley.
generalco-chairmen.
The event will be a barbecue
at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Eiposftion 
Center on Saturday, October
29, at six p.m. Reservations.
- -sheuld-be made-by-Thursday,
October 20, withMrs. C:W.
• Jones or ̀ Mrs. 'Lloyd Boyd,
both of lifurray -caupon-is-
-- printed below for persons to
make reservations at 83.50 per
• person.
• Special .events have been
-*Ian ned --throughout ' the
• --rlinanecnlnr- -weekend- --if'
'Are You Serious! Eh- you











Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 miles. Turn right on
280. Fob. 280 for 7 M-Ses
past Bonner's Grocery. Take
bla%-ktop into Panorama t.-
first stop sign, turn ,it then
left and you have arrived.
inc. 436-5483.
October 28 and 29 including
several class reunions on
_
Person assisting with the
special task of- mailing fornis
and trying with much effort to
get addresses of- graduates,
and teachers telling them of
the barbecue reunion- inctuded
Martha Cider, Dortha Broach
•Jones, Oneida Boyd, Ruth
Farley Blackwood, Mary C.
Lamb, Heloise Farley
Roberts, Dorthy -Barnes
Erwin, Dorthy Futrell Me-
NabL AniLThompso Wood.
Laura-Nell-Ninny- Cochran,
Sue Hicks Wells, Bob Melugin,
Louise Thurmond - Cochran,
Sue-MaharrPocuck, Jo Broach--
Fielder, John B. Cavitt, Zane
Holcomb, Eva Grogan Hale,
Barbara Ashcraft Brandon, Jo
Horton Lovett, Olivia Barnett
Marshall, Jackie Watton-
13augherty,.- Berra 2-Madder
Greer, Kathy Rayburn; Judy
Grugan - -Wallace-,--ierry -
Wallace, Barbara Ray
Harrell, Mary Ann Crawford
Carter, Sandra 'Smith
Gallimore Jackie Washer
-SYkes, Anita Burton Thomas.
EdThomas, Carolyn McNeely
.Enoch t Rebecca Hendon
l'Age. Pat..,Wbitg Alltrittn
inirelyn Haden Colson, Owen
--Billington,_ and . Alice B:
Roberts Hopkins.
The reservation form is
printed below and persons are
urged to' mail. An their reser7
vations as soon as possible,
Gantt and ShiPTO
JEN:pa:Pete 11114,3tellc.bet•
Special; Good We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities
• 1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681 Oct. 13 thrii Oct. 19 WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
8-7 lloo.-Thurs.
8-8 Fri.-Sat,
More than one of every five
cars coming off assembly lines
in the-United States, or 2k8 per
cent, is slated for lease-rental
service, compared -with under







wort =memo '41;0 BIG trif
V,. a: 0- 10/44,0R- J:1 t Vz 0 al
Oc OFF 




LI WIT ON, ROLL PER COUPON
VEZISESIMIZI -010 "r..8
70PtafortAIL . ;.1./.1011012 '1116. '
5x7 COLOR wRc';-'
Enlargcmcnt 89c
54'[I ROM ANY SUM. OR COLOR NEGATIVE
/ '4/ TIE %LA PC ME NTT Pf R COI'PON,
..m...1r1 L .4110 BIG 1:+
wt.-. oil. ONO;Slide &movie ei,39
Processing n
A/EXPOSURE SLIOES











9- 9rMon. -Sot .
- 1-6 Sun: •
wr
10 BIG la.




Albo-66 6 ' oz.
Hot Coco
$129









































ir Slab Sliced •
• BACON. 
2 Lb. pk4.$ ": 
• 
is oz.:0 /491
• Tab. L 






with 12.53 A"' Purch' • •
•  




















4)81/2 ez. lir lip 4).
$111
410 • • •
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Ex tra Fancy CARROTS































Oven Baked • 
$ 98- ROAST BEEF lb
$189























WILTED LETTUCE, GUMMY HASH,
AND CRUMBLY CAKE"
PAGE II TIII MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER IMES, ninsday, October 13, 1977





Ill St. 12it 7S3-0113$






Board of Directors will meet
October 17, 7 p.m., in the
conference room of the PADD
office here.
PADD meetings are open to
the public.
Crossword PuzzlerAnswer_ •• • ACROSS 2 Hind part , to Wednesday's Puzzle
1 Bitter vetch 3 Denudes 
SE id -tit'
4 Wet , 4 Pier PAR1j T Ildti HH r0
- 8 Grate -• &Time gone UM gh,30,1,4,:irtit
12 Obtain by
molding 7 Foot lever 4431 173 ' raINF7S11,i  /4
13 S-shaped 6 Repaired P
14 Reverberation S Fell back
.. :.,15 Swiss neer 'Perform ' pica iriii 2111314
16 Diretted 10 Pronoun
- 
a
l8 Quaff 11 Seed
20 Tropical container I L
fruit 17 Guido's low
• • ka 
0 a9 
r 
lit N A .,0
. umpiniY
I
21 River in Italy . note • 
ttIN s 0 Hilt ,
II id,i122 A state 19 Negative MI T
(abbr.) 22 Expire 29 Everyone
23 Specks 24 F 30 Tibetan 43 Parent •
' 27 Footlike part Islands gazelle
whirlwind 32 art of 
toq_
• 29rHelp 44 Marshes
30-Web-footed 25 former • • . 
Pigpen 
45 Silkworm3 ig
. birds Russian 46 Dispatch
31 Near
28 Dispatched
ruler 36 Three-toed 47 Catch .
32 Beverage (colloo.)
33 Turf 27 Time gone 37 Ghost , T 48 Mature
--, 34 Article by 38 Painter 49 Inlet
35 Gastropod 28 Sicilian 40 Locations 50.4olemn
_mOttusk - 41 BabytOnian - • 151edge • -







































31 is,32 ma a3.

















House Interim Committee 
To Study Extension Service
FRANKFORT, Ky. (-AP) —
The stage has been set for a
Kentucky legislative
committee's examination of






Wednesday to ask University
of Kentucky president Otis
Singletary -and Coopikative
Extension Service director
Charles Barnhart to appear
before the panel Nov. 19.
'The connnittee also plans to
inctade the Agnealturet
experiment station in
_Lexington its iks examinalton.
• The action followed a
presentation by Richard
Willis, a Legislative Research
Commission analyst, who said
PLANNING 1978 MARCH OF DIMES — Ann Polormo,
. left, executive director of the Purchase-Pennyrile March
of Dimes, Linda Knight holding daughter, Angie, chair-
woman of the Calloway County-Murray March of Dimes,
Ann McKee!, not pictured, and Leone Travis, CO
chairwoman of the Mothers March for the city, met at the
home of Mrs. Knight to make plans for the 1978 march.
The March-of Dimes- is a national program to eliminate
birth defects and help those already afflicted and is spon-
sored locally by the Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club













budget is affecting the quality
of services delivered."
The cooperative extension
service is funded by-,a
combination of-ntate, federal




However, the state general
fund increases have not kept
pace with other _funding
sources and are below the
national, Southapuregion, and
benchmark state averages,"
the LRC report said. -
*These budgetary problems,
are probably influencing the
quality of services as the '
average 'salary of 'their
personnel is the lowest 0.1_the --
fifty states," the report added.
Willis told the committee
Barnhart had indicated to hint
he _"had lost somewhat in the
internal- -power -struggle" at
UK to secure adequate
funding for the service.
Thp extension_ service's
share of state funds is
included in UK's overall
alttscattan--- -every - two years
from the General Assembly.
The committee chairman,
'Rep. Joe Clark, D-Danville,
said the coitunittee should
consider "-allocating- the -
extension service funds as a
line item in the budget process -
to insure they get adequate
funding."
"I think the -university
• Under Singletary has tried to
bring this program- down,"
Said Rep; Harold DeMarcus,
R-Stanford. "I cert. prove
that, but several county
extension agents have told me
whit's going on:" - 
•. 
•
DeMarcus said "the only-
- way we're going toInake sure _
they get the money they need
is to line-item the thing."
Willis' report contained an
estimate by Barnhart that
about $1085,000 is needed to
raise the salaries of extension
service ,perionnel to the
national average.
More than half the extension
service's annual budget is
covered by federal grants.
Nearly-a third cornea from the
state's general fund. The
- remainder is provided by
counties. -
. In the 1976-77 fiscal year,
Kentucky's contribution to the
extention service was
$4,226,084 compared . to a




improves, the University of
Kentucky faces a decline in




universities of' neighboring -
states, the "discernible effects
. . will be that morale will
plummet still lower, many
people are going to leave (for





Washington _. Alumni Club,
added, "We're either going to
continue to slip -and lose
ground. and suffer
deterioration, or we're going
to stop that flow and shore that
place up again."
Singletary, who became
president in- 1969, said he
believes the action the state
Lakes on the-university's 1978-
it— SO trudget equ.t "is probably
going to be the most crucial
decision made about our
university in the time I've
been there and probably for
some years before that."
UK is seeking an allocation
from the state of $121.8 million
for1978-79, an increase of $28
million over the state's
current allocation, and $140.5
  million in 1979-80. UK's budget
this year is 8219.6 million.
M'AYFIELD — Purchase -
Area Development I )ist rict s
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection
ConiMittee will hold its
monthly meeting today at 4
•p.ny.-in the corderence room. of







JESUS says in Matthew
18 : 9, 20. "Go ye
there1Qr awl teach all
nations, bilptiaing them
In the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching them to ob-
_ serve all things what-
soever I have . 'coin-
manded you: And, lo I
am with you always,
even unto the end of the
world." This directive
as to the disciples but
is also binding upon- all
Christians today. Are
you-observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have -no
Promise or eternal life.
For assistance call 753-
0984.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
sue into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cc*, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, II& Swith_12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.

















requested to check the
first insertion of ods_for
correction This
newspaper ssii if be
responsible for only
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTtFY US PROM.

































on and the Business
Office may be
;reached. 






fresh batteries. Wallis •
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
3. Card ut 1hanks
THE FAMILY of Bur-




during the death of our
loved one, the staff of
the West-view. Nursing
Home, Dr. Billy P'Peole
and ICU nurses at the
Murray Calloway
County .Hospital, the




5 Lost And Found
LOST HALF grown





FOUND — YOUNG adult
female dog. Terrier
type. White with brown
and brown_spota
around eyes. Wearing a
- key chain for a collar.
Found wandering
around MSU campus.
She has a cancerous.
pore on bar- cheek. _
Owner *ASP &intact
6 help Wanted
$ 2 0 0 WEEKLY
POSSIBLE stuffing








catalog sales 'cit. 40 per
cent _profit. Sell'4Usa
Jewelry. No parties.
Call toll free 800431-1258 _
EXPERIENCED
CARPENTER










Part time; night •
le1P, Must be 18 or.
-older. Must be able to-
work on weekends.




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
HOUSEKEEPER needed





ha an hainalale opening for
aggressive sales roe/ema-
nate* fer Karats, Tea-
asses territory. Excellent
 lag salary, inc•etive
beam mil friar benefits.
Csapany ear fersitelmel. Sea
Resale se P.O. Is: 2215,
Evansville, lad. 47714
• ,itearing and -•• 11faltiffaii•






Member offices of the-
Murray-Calkway County
Board ,of Realtors will be
closed_ on Friday_ afternoon
Ocfobei 14, 1977-for the pur-
if—ittUatlini-it gegi






Needs 2 recent college graduates. Prefer degree
in Manufacturing Technology, Industrial
Technology, or- . Business Ad-.
ministration Applicant must be willing to work
.and be trained in all.phases of Manufacturing. ,
Intelligent hard working individuals Can make -
their own way with our company and will make a
good salary with very good fringe benefits. Ap-
plications should be. made. at Cadiz Spring
Products, braked 2 miles East of Cadiz. Ky. OD
Highway' 68,
An equal Opportunity Employer
WANTED DEALERS
to install sprayed foam insulation in old and new
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every home
and building owner can use itiond can save them
up to 50%.,of their heating bills. We are the only
manufacturer that trains how to install with on the
Job training and -by factory experienced installers.
No fees of any hind. We are interested only in
selling this foam insulation that manufacture. Can











. work in stereo anti
record store. Part










for profit. Free Data -
WORM WORLD, 1810 --•
South Josephine,
-Denver, -Colorado 80210




-and consolidation. 6 per'




14. Want TO Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
, Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners Ca1 Dill
Electric, 753-91 or 753-
1551.
WANT TO BUY white
refrigerator,- no older
-than 3 years old. Call
489-2373.
*ANT TO BUY lots 75 ft
to 100 ft. frontage. About
• same depth. In city or
county. Must have
sewer And-water. Reply
size of lot and price to
Box 32C, Murray.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669. ' •





paths and spots; fluff
beaten -down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent
sh-tiMpoder.. • Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
REMINGTON , STAN-









stelltai 3IE 7E' 3IE 3IE 31:0ulams-IS. Articles For Sale
SALE LAWN MOWER




ladder 5' $12.88, 6' $14.88.




SALE CLUB aluminum, 8




Admiral 15 cubic ft.
white refrigerator, in
good condition. Three







oak coffee table. Doll
beds,. made of Oak,
cherry and cedar,
ideal _Ctwistmas gif-























sprockets and files, also
chain saw motor oil, and
Poland. chain -saws.








Ventilated rib - $195. 
Remington20 gauge
light weight, ventilaged-
rib - $175. Call 753-4061 or
753-4031.
15 FT. EBBTIDE ski
boat, 1.976 model . with
1970 model motor with
trailer. $1800. Interested






across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.
USED UPRIGHT piano,




oven with oven timer.




• 18 cubic ft. frost free
refrigerator freezer.
Avacado. Damaged in




chest, 2 other chests,,
half bed and springs,
living rooni suite, 2 wood
'tables and chaiis, 2 baby





SALE KITCHEN faucets -
- • , plants, tar Le arid small.
ctiros 8" center,
$11.99. Washerless type,




1500 watt, fan forced air,-




(whiled By IPA -
Avoid Costly Nemo books
-KelWasunite: -
& Pest Control
New fromed sod mewled wow VI
rows. De rt . y cosirsei red iso





SALE CRAIN saw chains
as" or 404 pitchlo fit /2"
bar, $8.95. 16" bar, $9.95,
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and
bars to fit most chain
saws. Wallin Hardware,




'heavy Ithed, -2'4"--w 42',"
$9.99. 32" x 42", $12.99
each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.









Salary $250.00 per week, 44 hour week,
2 week vacation, uniforms furnished,
late model car furnished, major
medical, references required. Apply in
person to Mr. Wynn.
WYNN SALES &
SERVICE INC.
1127 Broadway Paducah, Kentucky
BIG AUCTION
SALE
Saturday October 15th, 10 a.m., 1/2 mile
West of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway '94.
Items from 4 estates. Combined to make
one big auction.
Choice antiques, round oak table, 6 T back
chaisgs, oak icebox, trunks, Jenny Lind half and
full beds, cedar wardrobe, 5 drawer spool chest,
iron bed with brass caps, chests, rockers, jars,
jugs, bedroom and living room furniture, stove,
refrigerator, small appliances, extra large lot of
shop hand and garden tools, Ashley type wood
heater, like new, lots of dishes, pots, pans, silver-
ware, sewing machine, rots of boxes of goodies.
For information call • •
Cheiter and Miller
Auction Service
435.412S or 435-4144 Lynn Grose, Ky.
ANTIQUES
FOR SALE
- -Round and square ash tables,
chairs. Walnut and oa„k
dressers, china cabinet,
washstands, odd tables and
rockers, icebox, love seats and
chairs,- undreamt much more
For sale for first time. All
refinished October 15 and 16. '
Paris, TN Highway 79E,About




F' R BA E nice living •
room- sutte in- good




couch, off white. Very
good condition. Call 753-
3456 days, 753-5402
nights.
ONE WHITE G.E. Dish-




trash compactor. $14 per




side board with good
mirror. Call 753-2620.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
• suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.










picker 100, one row,
semi-mounted, price
$250. B John Deere
tractor, starts and runs
good, $200. Call 753-6943.
FOR SALE 350 John
Deere Dozer- 6 way
















sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
?event*. 753-6767. 
SALE I" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all :sizes 79 cents each.
Dailey BB's, 1500 pack




We will give you 150,
1100 or up to 1150 for
you old pi.
Choose Magnavox color
T.V. and we will give you
lot your old I.V.
Low monthly payments
with old IV. as down
-payment. Come in and see















made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
lieatthopedic Or foam:-










with 8 track AM-FM
stereo. Radio and turn-






guarantee. Must hear to
appreciate.- Walnut
veneez, $70. Call 753--
8976.
'ONE - REPOSSESSED
Zenith 19" color T.V. $19
per month WAC. For
information call ;53-
°595.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1 4 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths.





12 x '15 VINDALE 2
bedroom_ wit.% 7 x 10
expand° room. Like
nr. See at Riviera Cts.




Located on Route 6,
Highway 280, 5 miles
from .Murray. 'Call 753-
4174.
THREE- ban- with 1974 ,
trailer, hotse-type .roof,
ga_s_ heat, well, elec-
tricity. $1209.4Locafeil in
Crappie Hollow Unit 3,
Thomas Ford.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE -HOMES. and
'mobile-honie -streets T6r--
rent, 280t 7a53_t 3Rivi.era Courts.C
29. Mobile Home Rentals
ONE SMALL house
trailer, electric heat and
air. On Bloodriver.
$40.00 per month during
winter. Caiii 436-2427.





Number one sttrne of America;offers youthe op-
portunity to capture the local stone market in
your area. Contact:
TINIER-LOOSE STONE I FIREPUCES
706 N. Market Street






Only 5 miles from Murray
. We now have our fall selection or mums in a
nice assortment of colors. •
We also have Halloween Pumpkins and Indian
Corn for decoration.
Pottery of all types, also check these and our
selection of plants for kift ideas.
Now is the time for fall planting, We have a
nice selection of_planteand trees, so come on out
and check our prices for fall planting.
We also offer free estimates and a complete
landscaping service.
Open:
Mon.-Sat 8 a.m.-8 p.m
Sunday 1 p.m.-8 p.m
• t 753-9941
UNFURNISHED small
house or apartment for 2
years. MidOe aged
female with
housebroken 8 year old
dog. Call Paducah, 443-
8589.

















Central heat and air.





peting, and gas heat.
Low utility bills. $159 per
month. $100 deposit
.required. Phone 753-5447
after 5 pan. weekdays or
anytime on weekends,
WANT PERSON to.-share
nice • 2 ,bedroorn siert-









bushel. No. 2 $2.00
bushel. Turnips, $3.50
bushel, greens $2.00
bushel. You pick. Bring
containers. Start Friday




$5.00 bushel. Call 489-
2455.
41.Public Sales
• • SALE. Ap-
pliances, clothes,- toys,
small furniture, odds











sale. About 1 miles
South on 121, across
from Old Salem Rd.
Thursday, 4-?, Friday
and Saturday 8-? Rain









SALE, 8 a:ni. to 5 p.m:





34. House For Rent
TWO BEDROOM,
coapres only. 13'00
month. Shown by ait---
pointment, 753-3159 or
753-5094.
36 For t Or Lease
HORSE' STABLE for
'rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 0 and 5.
37. Livestock Supplies









$100. Call 759-1208 after
5.
AKC OLD ENGLISH
Sheeil dog 15upp1er Call
' 492.4441 after 4 p. m:
AKC DQBERMAN GARAGE SALE, Friday -
Pinscher Pups, $75. Call and Saturday 526 South










boys and girls clothes.
Miscellaneous items.
Saturday 8 to 3:30. High-
way .121 South. Three
miles from New Con-




Barn,_ 13th and Main,




Saturday. October 14 
• and 15. One girls 3 speed










and Satarday. 14. 1107






list Your Proporty With Us
sen ilkia
LET THE sunshine in
with this .3 bedroom, 2
bath home. A one family





aluminum siding. To see
this home call Loretta
Jobs *Realtors 753-1492.
BY OWNER - good land,
20 acres or more.
Beautiful home' site.
Near Ken Lake. Call 
4742230.
-
"Tole Key To Nepal
Hausa Hunting".
111 Main 753-1222
28 x 49 SHOP for sale. Can
be used as a clean-up or
mechanic. Located in
Hazel on Calloway
Street. Come by and see.
GUY SPANN REALTY-."
We go to extra lengths to
serve you. Your interest
and desire are our
primaiy concern.When
buying or selling see the
Professionals. Guy
Spann - Realty, 961
-4camore, 753-7724,
DESIRABLE Virs ACRE
tract, located 5 miles
South of Murray on West

















small business such as
antique shop,
professional offices; or
retail outlet. Located at
corner of N,Qrth 5th and
Chestnut Streets. Shown
by appointment only, so
phone us today at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We would love
to show you this choice
property.
70 --ACRE- --FARM-with-
frontage on 2 roads, 60
tendable acres, tobacco
barn, all fenced with













Saturday, October 15,1977,10 a.m.
Ella M. Matbeny Estate
' Old 'Troy Rd. Iliskmaii, Ky..
' Ella. Monan Matheny; daughter of W.J.
Monan, farm mgr.. for Capt. H.A. Tyler lan-
downer. with extensive holdings in Fulton Co. Ky.
-Capt. Tyler i If* Yetetati served with4
distinctions uriderGen: Nathan B. Forrest and is
mentioned prominently in many books about
Gen. Forrest and his campaigns.
The Monan's cared for Capt: Tyler in his later
wayears. Much of the furniture andcuriator celiac- _
tibles to be sold at this auction once belonged to
Capt. Tyler or Gen. Forrest and later given to the. '
, Monen's and inherited by Ella M. Matheny.
Make plans now to attend this all day sale.
Ainley Auction
& Realty Co.
Col. Wert Ainley Atty: Joe W. Johnson Admr.
Auctioneer I Realtor Fulton 472-3222
S. Fulton, TN. 479-2986 Rickman 236-2422
COMPLETE DISPER-




will be sold cheap. Many
state fair and national
show winners. Also will
sell some cages, feeders
and equipment for
raising meat and show
rabbits at bargain
- prices. Last chance to
purchase quality rabbits




Friday October 14, 7
a.m. 2 p.m., Saturday
October 15, 7 a.m.-12
noon. 509 Chestnut.
YARD SALE, Thursday,











One look is worth a 1000 words. You must see this 4 BR„..,
2'4 bath creation with formal dining,,,room but perfect for










Country borne on -the A.B. Lassiter Road. Two
bedrooms, custom kitchen cabinets, central heat
and air, all cedar closets, central vacuum
system, dining room. All rooms are extra large,
on over an acre of land with trees.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street nom 75a-7724
Member of MONO. Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
leek Penes*, 7534961 lorsitice Duna, 751-5725 -
T .C. Ciao 7534122
DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER AUCTION
Saturday, October IS, 10 A.M., Rein er Shine at theist. alike
Shewmaker hem 4.1.. wed if Away en Nwy. 641. Wine
use if Doses c.a.cIelu sW sontlemearl pieces.
Will sell: polaroictsamera and case, shot gun,
guitar, books, blankets, linens, smaU pieces of
furniture, amplifier, stereo and speakers, all kin-
ds of trinkets, mirrors, hall tree, dinner bells,
saddles, bridles, wash and other kettles, milk
cans, rolling pins, crocheted bed spread.
Seyeral antiques including pictures and frames,
turnks.juga, churns, smoothing irons, old razors.
and hone, lanterns, iron ware, chairs of all types
and all kinds of hand tools, hand operated rem.
typerwriter and adding machine.
Labeled Antonius Stradivarious Violin, portable
victrolas, hand made quilts, toys, dolls, fun boar-
ds and equipment, dishes, carnival, depression,
pattern glass, pocket knives, watches, dough
tray, 3(,4 iron bed, oil heaters, 1 coal stove; used
lumber and doors, dinner bolls, double buggy
pole, lots of grab boxes.
This is just a particat Using so comesee for your-
self.
Not responsible for accidents, lunch available,
detailed announcements day of sale.
This is a special invitation to all auctioneers.
Autioneers:

























































Four door. POO. Call
after 6:30 936-2439.
BUYING A new cat?
Moneys worth magazine
says a new car broker
can save you up to $500
or more. We can! Try us
and see! Free details.
Phone 437-4205 or 354-





' Call 753-0477 after 5 p.m.
-4977 Chevrolet 414
Shortwheel base.
Silver. Roll bars, big
tires and wheels.
Sharp. ton be seen
on used truck lot at
'Parker Ford. •
Have It!
hardtop. Dark Green. . orange with black vinyl .., stailation will do
Call 527427 4:00.
---"tn'ilitY -r-anni, and 
rear___ 
3 after 
- - - -------tP AM-FMFactAwYtape ,deiwitke-ealsnii --PhAinbsetveringeleartingbP•ak. iClgil jind753-
Located on Jonathan 
.deck facing water.
1950 CHEVROLET ' tilt wheel, 54,000 actual
.ICKUP 
tructWith_7203:




decorative rock or stock




437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
WILL DO babysitting in
my home, while you
- work, shop or have an
evening out. Call /53-
6421'
ELECTItICnew rebuilt motor. Call 6217.Property adjoins TVA. home and industrial, airPriced in mid twenties. 1972 V.W. Squareback, • conditioning, andCall 354-8744. automatic, radial tires, refrigeration, heating.
$950. 1972 Pontiac Call 474-8841:
Cat alma . - 
condition, $1195, .Call _ FENCE SALES at Sears IffiCTIVILY-
NICE' BRICK three
bedroorw,- 1W-baths;
central heat, air, -double
carport, large-lot. North
of Puryearr Call 901-247-
5279. • - 1988 RODGE,.: air, AM-_
and 3 bedroom rental Control. Call 759-1298. 
75$4612 or mm92., harkhoe work ..„...wic"ftucjaae,.. "-
cylinder- pilrimp# New •••,.aeeds..... L.; leicoarrise Al3,eorzsit.vdo_at _
• __IF power w outs _ moifor, yotiR septic- tar - hafted dor e_os...tBy OWNER brick home------ er bia-k-erCruise (YOU SAVE UP 1U
ROOM'
.ffiffer -0ff 2* acre lot.. - -
House has four FOR RENT - Newbedrooms, living room,
economy car, full-sizelarge den, kitchen and
dining combination, 1% 
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murraybaths, utility, double 
Leasing, Ine: 751-1372.garage, 'drapes, stove,
_
cleaning. Call John
1974 CUTLA-SS S, has Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
factory mag wheels; 436-2586 or 436-5348.
AM-FM radio with 8 
track. BurgandY1 t2.50k- ._WET JIASEhIENT? w. -
Call 953-7766. ' make wet basements
dry, work- completelyrefrigerator. Large 
19GRAN TORINO I1721 PONTIAC station
lee for emy MA eire
1.1-AirWeer Store
WE Calf TRI- write- lithaisn_ Con Me' 
 wit urns nsaws
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industriaL Call




exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
DO 'YOU NEED stumps.
removed from your yarcr
or land cleared o6
stumps' We can remove.
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,




Company Inc. Air con-









FREE - Beautiful male
dog. Small. Under one
year of age. White. Will




br- Ky. Lake. 204 lots located lit-
CalloWay. dainty. Has County Road
and 'public access to lake. All lots are
"wciectectReadii are in; silValftdS0b:*
division is plotted and recorded; flip
merly retirement - acres,---4p•





1 K-13 SPRAY ON INSULATION
_ __ UNLIMITED SUPPLY! ,
.•STICKS ON ANYTHING: WOOD METAL, CONCRETE
-----
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION --
task Ike: K-13 is a spray-on cellulose insulation fo
exposed interior applications, it provides effectry
thermal resistance, controls condensation and corro-
sion and absorbs sound. K -1.3.'s high obsorption.factor
is an important benefit in controlling noise levels t
meet OSHA requirements. In addition to industrial'ap-
plications, K-13 is frequently used in schools, sport
arenas, airports, auditoriums, indoor pools, churches,
sound studios; convention centers and night clubs. It
resvailahltinmest.colo.r_s and has a carpet-like. fea-
ture. B-13 is fire resistant, ho s a durable surface
bonds tq wood, concrete, gloss, steel, galvanized
metals and all other common construction materials
USES: RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL - FARM BUILDINGS
DECORATIVE: LEAVES A FINISHED LOOK - COLORS AVAILABLE
NON-COMBUSTIBLE: PROVIDES 1-HR. FIRE WALL- LOWERS INSURANCE
RATES UL APPROVED
SOUND CONTROL: REDUCES PLUMBING NOISE - EXCELLENT FOR
BASEMENT CEILINGS




PADUCAH INSULATION COMPANY 
UNIQUE COMBINATION OF RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS PROPERTIES.
Ideal &Nile offering Early American charm with wood-beamed ceilings, large
stone fireplace, beautiful paneling and woodwork throughout': Adjacent buildings
suitable for smell business such as antique shop, professional offices, Or retail •










George Gallagher • 753-8129
Harry Patterson • 492-8302
Geri Anderson -753-7932
Bill Raybent - 133-1414
Bill toppered • 753-1321
„
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43 Real Estate
A DEER -FARM - Deer
roam freely over this 40
acre farm...26 acres
tendable, woods, 2 small
ponds, log tobacco barn,
an older 2 bedroom
frame home. Own your
own paradise.. low
30's..: Call Helen Spann
at 753-8579 or Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
ENJOY PRIVACY - mi
n.w. of Murray, 3
bedroom frame home in
top condition, has own
well, wall to wall car-
pets. Bonus, 2 + acres.






59 ACRES, L C. Rule
Fri1i, ideally located on
-nny Roberson-Road.•-




base, good tobacco barn.




by many to be the three
most important, factors
when buying a home
This fine 7 room, 3
bedroom brick located
in 134gwell Miurr- net
• only satifies the need of




take a look - do your
family a favor. Call or








and floweraset this one
apart for the gardener.



















$5,000.00 on this quality 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on tree shaded lot.
Located only 5 miles
northwest of Murray,
this home has central
heat and air, central
vacuum system7--iff.'
tercom, large family
room with fisephice and
much more. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 or visit our
,_:.-ionveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
We are woricing full time
to providikthe best
possible MI Estate
service to you. •
FOR SALE












45 Farms For Sale.
48 ACRE FARM. Ap-
prdximately 35 acres
tenciable, tobacco, corn
and bean land. Off High-
way 121, 2 miles N. of
Coldwater on 1836. Call
489-2131.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER- 3 large
bed6oms, 11/2 bath,
garage, large lot, fenced
backyard, drapes, all
carpet, central air and
heat, tiiat- tiol extras.
Two miles from town off
121 South. Phone 753-
9732 after 1 p.m. $36,000.
x 511T-T*0 BEDROOM
, home, 1% baths, dining




"11-1E, G009 01." DA1/4̀ ?5 WERE THE
BEST 9A"(9. WISH 1 COW? RE--
MEMBER SOME THEM."
49. Used Cars & Trucks
50 Campers




like new. Call 436-2437
14 after 4 p.m.,





department at 1-24 and




Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailers and fold
downs. 1978 models
arriving. We service




4 miles East of Murray





1971 TORINO GT. Power 1971 MONTE CARLO* LICENSED ELEC.
steering air 2  dockr.--..,-Mvtom.atio:.--Etar •ICIAN--anvi in-
A CAREFUL BUYER'S
DREAM - 807 N. 17th
Street: Ideellor -retired ,
couple-or-beginner's
home.- This . sharp 2
bedroom, brick Veneer





Carport. In the 20's. Call




sirry -Mae price is right
and so is the location,
Close to the university
quiet residential street.
Four- bedrooms and 2
baths with lots a-living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Prieedln
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753- -
1222, or come by our
conveniently located




-Plipered, reedy to tfr- bny a 11•Sollt end sate.-Conepleto sent
reedy tonseendio ill op te 24140 :tendert but will prison arf siss
seeded. Sher tile-rest Men moo to Costew Wilt end Inry the best
for less.Ammirmeliff0111 BUILT PROTAINI RUILDINGS 753-01$4
AUCTION
REAL ESTATE PERSONAL PROPERTY
Sat October 22, 1977
10:00 A.M.
Ran or Shine!
located 2 miles north of Mayfield at intersecbonot Highway 121 and
Key Bottom Road.
' *-
The, recently completed structure was designed andbudf around the theme of a
business and Some combination tt deafly located on a 2 acre corner let In One of
the fastest growing areas m Gnaws County The incre than 1500 square feet of the
A frame section n petted for a convenient food market. restaurant, craft shop or
many other commercial ventures The Carpeted living area has 1 344 square feet
featuring 3 lage bedroom. Irving ream, kitchen with builtins and stainless steel
sinks, 2 compete baths and gas neat:This qiiilifeVieltothfifsb ',Tr siding
Crecnatra walks and patio & attached 3 car garage The inner truss cOnstruction was
designed 3 allow easy expansion of either the commercial or tering area -
Antiques & hesitate - -
Beautiful 54' round oak table with 6 chars antique rocking chair hand made
wood chess and checker table. recliner. cane bottom chair RCA console stereo 19
parable h Singer cab met' m odel seem( MaChine
1 le aurtientfc turquoise revelry I lot Indian ievielry. imitation tunaupse
poetry. 1000 Slinef plated won rings by Rogers Bros , 750 pcs Loll saver coin
perielre
Camping Filipment-Tools-Misc.
Topper lor long ode pickup, 9 ft x 18 ft tent with 3 rooms. Coleman stow
Crneman lantin Coleman tent heater Kodak nixie Carnera with lighting be ases
rrnerif hunhal & inking equipment deli,. regulation tenths table. hand frame
fads fuel lank pump. 1 lot 216 Center match 'ream prne eaceNent toe truck or
trailer flown, 1 lot tocustpects, I 10t creosote poet", he used lumber 2411 16
sewer pipe several preces carpet 4, Geer miscellaneous items
Seilmg agent wit be happy to straw thn property any lune before sale day
rims: led Estate 20% Men by of Ids seAbolsect althea 90 dew
Pollen& Property cash
Possession with dorsi









1976 GRAND !Rik, AM-
-- FM-stereo-tepe. Power - -
steering;.alr condition.
r.
Brand lietf -tiles. ' Call ' 489-2585. rit-r• - cleans rinses and vacuum
- . mt. CaltilInd-S-71Y 'ott deep dosm dirt ana- 753-4331. _ at 753-2310 for free grime in a single sweep
19811 CIUSTROLET 6' estirnates for your
outsidt storage building,17-_,t-oi,jortf ow, one Ala.-
Owner will finanCe par. aeon.. Two tone tdue. 9206.
Priced at $39,000• Make offer. Call 753-3458  Box 409A. Paducah Ky
- studio& Co., Route 2,





house, 4% miles out 121 WI -CHEVELLE power
South. Ideal for 2 people. steering and -air. 
Phone 753-7948. tory-stripped. Halley
- wheels. Call 753-3473..47. Motorcycles
175 CC, CAN AM Enduro. ippr. _,p.w. 
-
- 1976 model. Bought new $450. Good condition.this summer. Excellent Call 753-4&W.
condition. $775. Call 753-
3535 after 5 p.m. 1974- CORVETTE', new
paint, tires, side pipes,
.pearl red with red in-
SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air terior, 350 4 speed, a tilt
filter, $ue to fit most _ _ telescopic _wheel, AM- ,
Ameriettrr imPert FM tape, any
cars. Wallin Hardware, reasonable offer con-
. sidered. Also 1958
TIRE SALE: Truckload, Corvette 327- 3_7 5
4 ply 'polyester white automatic, needs paint.
-wall-prernism grade:12- Call 3544206:
32 'tread deith, 7 - 




+ $1.74 FET; C78x13
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
E78x14" + $2.30 FET;
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
-FET:' G78x14 or 15"
48. Automotive Service




dition. $7495. Call 1-354-
2817.
1963 FORD VAN, 6.
$2238 + $2.60 FET; cylinder straight- shift.
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85 Good condition. $675.
FETI--L78x15" $26.76 + Call 753-8124.
$3.13 FET. Walhiil
Ins • CATALINA. LocalHardwire, Paris.
car. Good condition.
SIDE PIPES for sale. $1650. Call 753=0814.
Call after 4:30 p.m. 753-
3662.







steam or dry foam
niethect-SWVItemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
















Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4:10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
18.00. Call 753-1335.
TREE TRIMMING and



















No, otber "de- it.yourseff"
embed deans carpets as...
EASILY -
38 pound portable power-
house does allthevrork
$1000. Call 753-0464. Poseer'steeeing {and ." INS LAIION SA-VES
' brakes, air and' tilt-
- wheel. Red with  tlack
interior.Itir
Transmission needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
rn,





Jade green Loaded. Call
753-5273, or after 5)
&m. 382-2294, ask for
Debbie.
1976 CHEVROLET„ .1 ton
truck. Priced to sell-
call 474-2230.
MS GRAND -LESION,
AM-FM 8 track tape
player, tilt and cruise.
$3975. 1969"F irebIrd $65C
1975 175 Yamaha MR,
$475. Call 759-1504 after 5
p.m.
1918 CHEVROLET 4 door
Impala, steering and
air, nice car. Good tires_
$550. Call 753-5159 after 5
p.m.
1171 VW BEETLE. Semi
,$$$. Attics and walls






patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glov.er, 753-












rocked and graded. Rip
Raft delivered and
placed. Free estimates.
. Clifford Garrison, 753-





automatie, air,-call 753- Doug Taylor at 753-2310
3296 for free estimates.
1973 DODGE COLT
stati.on wagon -
19 72 DODOE4rFa1ara. INSULATION BLOWN in
-Four door. Good con-- by Sears save on these"
Automatic;goodtfres,dftion. Call 753-4865 after- high heat and cooling
no oil and high gas .6 p.m. 'bills. Call Dougr Taylor
niileage. Extra clean.: -  at 753-23 10_40r-free
Call 436-242/.  1967 DATSUN autormitie. estimates -
We Bring
People Nome
Call us about this 3 bedroom home built in 1974.
Priced in mid 30's. House is located on large lot.
Po* Waldrop 753-7240
- Inter
itt Business Since 1956
416.
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1 Funerals I
Donald P. Smith
Dies At Age 51;
Funeral Friday
,Donald P. Smith, age .51,
Benton Route One, died
Tuesday at 11:40 p.m. at
Benton Municipal Hospital. A
member of the Presbyterian
church, he was a veteran of
World War II and a lab
technician for Bancroft
Company in Michigan.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ruby Henderson Smith;
his mother, Mrs. Bessie
Smith, Monroe, Mich.; one
daughter, Mrs. Donna Rae
Yeager, Melvindale, Mich.;
cue son, Ronald P. Smith,
Dearborn Heights, Mich.; one
• sister, Mrs. Lucille Miller,
Dearborn, Mich.; one brother,
-Robert Smith, Dearborn, and
three grandchildren.
Services will be Friday at
one p.m. at Linn Funeral
Home, Renton. The Rev. L. E,
Moore will officiate and burial
will be in Unity Cemetery.




The funeral for Mrs. A. A.
(Eula Mae) Doherty is being
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
Rev. G. T. Moody officiating.
. Music will be by Gus
Robertson, Jr., and Richard
Jones.
Pallbearers are Ralph
-11Porkmin, James -V. Ed-
wards, J. B. Burkeen, Max
World:len, Eddie Workman,
and Steve Sextpn, all nephews:
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Doherty, age 69, died




husband, A.__ A. Doherty, Gets, Grant
Murray Route One; one sister, Calloway County Rescue
Mrs. Charles Sexton, mwTaY; Squad's fire fighting unit is Franklin October 11.
three brothers, Earl E. Work- one of 25 in the Purchase ?Tic" 't***- r:thn 'emim‘wir t A fish fry will be held by the
loan, Fontaine. Cal., Raymond approved for a grant from: This. by i• X Shntin CO. are asfoliows:- SiiOI group on - Satproiky•
Workman, Murray Route One, . Kentucky Division - of hid's& Avg. ' •  -8.59 October 15, at the Hardin City
-% Park with serving to start at2324,
4 unc four p. m. Plates will be $2.50
it.; mune each. -
$240. — 444 The Ole South Jubilee whichunc'





CAR WASH CHECK — Representatives of Astro Car Wiihin Murray this %-itiei presented Murray High Randa
check for 1,382.00 a sum raised recently with a car wash day. Making the presentation to Joe Sills, right, high
school band director, is Larry Ryan, center, Astr9 manager, and Philip Morris, left, assistant manager. The donation
represents the largest sum presented to the band for its trip the Orange Bowl to date.
Carter Blasts Oil Companies
the _administration energy profiteering in the energy
pan, Virtnelly diiniantled by crisis,." he said. 'This could
the Senate. develop . . . as the biggest
He recalled that in ripoff in history."
th Ian initiall he The President said the oil
23k4
Forty-four persons attended
134 tine the potluck event held by the
41% +% South Marshall and Hardin
27 41' Senior Citizens on Thursday+11,'
 50% +4
9% AG
and W. T. Workman, Houston,
Ohio; several nieces and°
nephews.
WASHINGTON' (AP) —
President' Carter said today
the oil and gas companies are
trying to become the war
profiteers of the eaergy crisis,
and warned that the nation
faces the danger of "the
biggest ripoff in history."
Carter keynoted his new
campaign for his embattled
energy program with, a bead-
on attack on the Industry,
saying the administration
plan would provide enornious
profits -but the oil companies
apparently want it -
• .
•'% Carter told a tiatioruillY-
broadeast—news conference
that he intends to devote
"most of my time in the next





The county rescue squad
and fire department received
proposing e p y,
had described the energy
crisis as the moral equivalent
of war. "I haven't changed my
mind," he said. "In fact, the
seriousness _ of the energy
crisis is even more acute than
it was then.
and gas industry is not part of so,:;4
the free enterprise system L'S 1-2 270-3501bs.
"because prices are not 1;', 1:33°"''''t.
free."Carter said the question US 2-3 300400 lbs. 
now is whether energy price 
Boars 24 00-27.00
Controls -and taxes ire to
enacted as part of a fair and
"But as is the case in time of equitable program, , or
war, there is potential war whether the industry is to gain
* •enormous windfall profits.
STOCK MARKET, *Senior titizens
EDT, today, fm ois.ied to the- Ledger
Tunes by First of Michigan, Corp, of 












Jim Walters.  ..... 284 unc
Xfrsetr • 17% • 'V% '





A. T. & T.
Ford Motor Co 
Kent Lake 7 a.m. 355.8.The Rural Community Fire Gee, Gyn
Fish Fry Set
October 6, at the Hardin City
Hall.
- The --- env attended. 'OW
Ringliag &ethers_ .Cireus at
Carbondale, Ill., on Tuesday,
. -up -0,1 - - - Protection- Program- provides .Gen:Th.,,m's_.:••• ..... __ „. .._•=3„. to be postponed due to _the fire
Below dam 307.4. assistance - to 'rural fire Goodrich ----'  2b4s +s that destroyed the Hardin
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.2, departments on a 50-50 
Gulf oe .... • . zr• +-4. Center on October 5, will he
down 0.1. matching grant program for Pennwalt 344 -4 held on Saturday, October 22,
Below dam 317.9. the purchase of fire fighting 
Quaker Oats 23% +%
Tappan 71/2 um at the South Marshall Junior
Sunset 6:25. Sunrise 7:02. equipment. Western Union 18% unc High,SChool.
•Ze ithRadio. 13% unc
Workman's Compensation Stand
Causing• Industries To Skip State
One-reason that. new' marilifacturffig' -
plants are not locating in Kentucky is
the /ion-competitive position Kentucky
has taken on iorkman's compensation
insurance rates, the members of the
Murray Electric Plant Board were told
Wednesday afternoon. -
The comments came from board
member Leonard Vaughn, who
reported to the board about a recent
report from the South Kentucky
International Industrial Development
AssociatiOn, ( KIDA). Murray Electric
Plant Board is a KIDA member.
Vaughn said one industrial firm
which had selected Kentucky as a
possible location for a new' plant,
dected to build the plant in Tennessee
primarily because---ot- a—$38;000—in-- —Barker laid Thata queStinn \had bean
workman's compensation rate;
savings.
The report also revealed that
workman's compensation - rates at the
Ingersoll-Rand plant in Mayfield have
increased from $6,880 in 1973 to $160,000
in 1977.
In other business at the regular
meeting Wednesday, the board:
—Was advised that Tennessee Valley
Authority- CrVA), is still studying a
proposal that would allow Murray
Electric System. to join other city
departments in a communications
system;
—Heard a report from system
superintendent William Barker on the
status of the system's "in lieu of tax"
payments to the local governments.
raised as to whether ornot the payment
should go to the city and county or to the
state because of the new provisions
under which the state „collects -the
majority of the school tax funds and
redistributes the funds to the local
school districts;
—Approved the purchase of four
hand-held radios to enable Work crews
to remain in contact with supervisors
while in the field;
—Approved a new policy that will
allow employees who have
accumulated more than 60 days of sick
leave to be compensated at the rate of
$10 per day for all accumulated sick
leave over the 60 days at the end of a 12
month period.
Fantasticks Premiers Tonight
The Community Theatre's production
of the world's longest running musical
comedy "The Fantasticks" wilL
-premier tonight at 8:00 at the Old
Freight Depot. Reservations are still
available, for tonight and Friday and
Saturday evenings, and also the Sunday
matinee at 3:00, by calling the Box
Office of the Old Freight Depot at 759-
1752. Admission is $2.50.
"The show, which is being staged at
Old L 81 N Freight Depot, has been in
•tehearsal for over five weeks, and
promises to-- be a fuh-filled and very
entertaining evening," said Margaret
Trevathan, executive secretary. .
"During the past Lx weeks. the Old _
Depot hasbeen transformed from an
-abandoned and run-down. freight
4.erminal into an intimate and rustic
--theatre ---reininiscent of .its
ictorianarchitecture," she said.
Sr* New for h little background on the'
:past and crew!
The Narrator being played by Henry
Bannon, will delight the audience with
his renowned and operatic voice. Dan
Stallings, a former football player at
Murray State University, is The Boy
who is having his first romance. His
sweetheart is played by Kathy May, a
senior at Murray High School. Bill
Phillips, local attorney, will play The
boy's obstinate father; while Mark
Wilson, a freshman_at Murray State
will play The Girl's hard-headed father..
The Mute is being played by Mike Pitts,
a junior at Murray High School, whode
character is a jack-of-all-trades. The
Old Actor and The Man Who Dies are
both characters played by • Bill
Crittenden and Richard Simon,
respectively. They are the villians who.
work with The Narrator to spoil this
budding romance.
•-•
The music will be provided by Susan
Johnson and -Alison Dobroth at the.
_Piano. _arid _Karen .UIinih, 011 -
percussion.
Community Theatre president Jo
-
Hem Curris said, "We are very pleased
to be able to bring this outstanding
musical comedy to the citizens of this
area. This production will be our major
adult show of the fall season. During
November and December, we will
_stage two. children's theatre
'productions, 'Story Theatre' and 'Let It
Snow.' These shows will be comprised
mainly of children, and we will also be
sponsoring our various educational _
workshops in the local school systems."
Richard Valentine, producer-director
for the Community Theatre,
-commented "I am very pleased with
6u1 production! This show has a very
general appeal to all age groups within
the *Immunity: Since -I first saw the_ -
show on Broadway, I hive wanted to do
it, and this cast and crew were just the
talent- was looking for. The cast is
p t--erfecthe--rrew is IA fe..t-Trnd the
theatre is perfect for this, ...type -
production:Fern seryeritedebeut onr
show and I urge everyone, to make
plans to see a 'Fantastick' Mow."
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